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Introduction
1.1

Project presentation

The accomplishment of a comprehensive and modern infrastructure is an ambitious
task, requiring solving of issues, which have been accumulated for decades. It also
requires time, long-term approach and provision of stable cash flows, as well as full
commitment from all stakeholders, related to the infrastructure development.
The Black Sea motorway is a key element of the national and European transport
network and a natural extension to the Trakia motorway, connecting the main centres
for economical development of the Black sea coast region in the east of Bulgaria Burgas and Varna.
The main factors, justifying the necessity for implementation of the project are as
follows:

□ its functions as part of the road infrastructure of Pan European Transport

Corridor VIII, connecting the Adriatic coast with the Black Sea and the potential
for carrying out of combined transport;

□ the motorway is part of a future motorway ring road around the Black Sea and

will assist the expansion of the crossborder and regional cooperation in the
Black Sea region, as well as the better fulfilment of its economical potential;

□ the motorway will create conditions for mitigation of the negative
environmental impacts from the vehicle transport, predominantly from the
transit coastal freight traffic.

The national factors, determining the necessity for implementation of the project are
related to the impact from the motorway construction on the economical development
of the country and the two coastal regions - North Eastern and South Eastern Bulgaria.
The anticipated impacts are as follows:

□ formation of better conditions for development of the coastal tourism due to
improved transport accessibility, as well as due to diverting the transit and
freight traffic along the new motorway, while reducing the environmental risks
in the coastal area;

□ improvement of the transport services in the regions and the municipalities in
the Eastern part of the country by reducing the journey time from Northern to
Southern Bulgaria;

□ diverting the freight traffic along the motorway will create better conditions for
improving the traffic safety and will optimize the road infrastructure
maintenance costs;

□ provision of better transport services for the regional and local economy, i.e.

better (fast and safe) access for goods and raw materials to the markets, which
will improve the competitive power of the local products, through the
modernisation and development of Varna - Burgas transport axis;
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□ will stimulate the development of new economical activities in some of the

smaller towns along the coastline, which in turn will contribute to the
development of polycentric model of the populated places network.

The main activities for the preparation and implementation of the Black Sea motorway
project are as follows:

□ detailed review of the existing project concepts and studies;
□ complementation and expansion of the existing feasibility studies;
□ comprehensive review and discussion of the options for public-private
partnership.

1.2

History and available studies

The design process for Black Sea motorway initially started in the 70s of the last
century, when several route alternatives with approximate length of 100 km were
identified during the feasibility study phase. The elaborated documents were reviewed
by an expert technical and economical council at the then operational Main Roads
Administration (GUP), however without reaching a specific decision for a way forward.
A route connecting Hemus and Black Sea motorways, designed as a standard
carriageway for speed of 80 km/h, was developed as part of the feasibility studies,
carried out in the 80s of the last century.
Taking into consideration the significant investments, realised during the last few years
in the construction of resorts and recreational areas alongside the coastline, as well as
the identification of tourism as one of the priority sectors of the Bulgarian economy,
the implementation of Black Sea motorway will answer the current need of the coastal
regions for improved local road infrastructure and its upgrading to the level of
contemporary transport service standards.
The construction of the Black Sea motorway shall be viewed as part of the activities,
necessary for achieving the cohesion policy objectives for reducing the disparity
between the separate regions within EU, as well as for reaching a higher degree of
social and economical convergence. It will also become an important link in the
Bulgarian motorway network, connecting the eastern ends of Trakia and Hemus
motorways. Following the completion of Trakia motorway, the significance of the new
motorway section has become even bigger. The currently operated I-9 road connecting
Varna and Burgas is experiencing a large number of issues: traffic congestions
(especially during the summer traffic peak); a high number of traffic accidents; the
route leads through many towns and populated places, as well as through several
mountain passes; environmental impacts; noise emission impacts from the passing
heavy goods vehicles (HGVs), etc. On the other hand the implementation of the
motorway will improve the infrastructure's operational parameters and will result in
reduced journey time.
The section of the Black Sea motorway from Burgas to Varna is with an approximate
length of 95 km.
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Strategic context
2.1

Context

Bulgaria occupies a strategic geographical position within Europe and this is
emphasised, in an international context, by the fact that five Pan European Corridors
pass through the country: IV, VII, VIII, IX and X.
The Black Sea project is contained within Pan-European corridor VIII and will form part
of the European highway route from Varna on the Black Sea coast in Bulgaria to Durrës
on the Adriatic coast in Albania. The section from Varna to Burgas, which is the subject
of this report, is currently served by the I-9 road which is, for the majority of its
length, a single carriageway route, running close to the coast and through the many
towns and resorts between Varna and Burgas. The new road will provide a higher level
of service and reduced journey times along the Black Sea coast and improve the road
links between the Black Sea and the Adriatic, in addition to assisting the industrial and
commercial links between Bulgaria, Albania and Macedonia. More widely, the Corridor
VIII improvements provide better integration between South Eastern Europe and North
Eastern and South Central Italy.
2.2

Project objectives

The justification of the Black Sea motorway project needs to be set in the context of
the objectives of the Bulgarian Government and the regulatory framework of the EU.
The motorway construction will facilitate all vehicle drivers at a regional, national and
international level, which substantiates the need for obtaining the necessary approvals
to take the project through to implementation. Understanding the strategic context
will enable the justification of the project in a strategic sense, which will compliment
the technical and financial justifications. The project is of both national and
international importance due to its potential to significantly improve connections
between Bulgaria, Albania, Macedonia, Italy and other EU countries to the West of
Bulgaria, as well as in North-South direction along the Black sea coastline.
2.3

Strategic context

In the following paragraphs is presented a review on the place of the project in the
context of the main strategic documents, regulating the development of the transport
infrastructure in Bulgaria. The construction of Black Sea motorway is basically included
as a steady priority in all strategic documents.
Strategy for the development of the transport infrastructure of the Republic of
Bulgaria by 2015.
The main tasks of the strategy are:

□ to analyze and evaluate the current state of the Bulgarian transport
infrastructure;
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□ to define the main priorities with view to the transport infrastructure
maintenance, development and modernisation and to identify measures for
their implementation;

□ to identify the most significant infrastructure projects and to determine their
approximate value, terms for implementation and possible sources for funding.

The goals of the strategy are:

□ optimisation of the capacity and the efficiency of the existing infrastructure;
□ construction and development of key transport infrastructure connections of
national, crossborder and European significance and improvement of the
interoperability of the main railway lines;

□ development of the national road infrastructure and its integration into the EU
structural framework;

□ modernisation of the port infrastructure;
□ improvement of the shipping conditions and stimulation of the development of
intermodal transport;

□ development and modernisation of the airports and their alignment in the
environment protection sphere with the EU requirements;

□ stimulation of public-private partnerships.
Priorities in the road infrastructure development policy:

□ Priority 1 Completion of the motorway construction in the Republic of
Bulgaria;

□ Priority 2 Reconstruction and rehabilitation of road sections, located on Pan
European transport corridors;

□ Priority 3 Upgrading and harmonisation of the operational parameters of the
National road network main routes through reconstruction and rehabilitation.

The main activities for the realisation of Priority 1 are:

□ Completion of Trakia motorway
□ Construction of Maritsa motorway;
□ Construction of Lyulin motorway;
□ Construction of Struma motorway;
□ Construction of Hemus motorway;
□ Construction of Black Sea motorway;
4

□ Upgrading of Sofia Ring Road South.
Strategy for the development of the transport system of the Republic of Bulgaria
until 2020
From the development of the Pan European transport network and the connections with
the neighbouring countries and regions may be drawn the following conclusions with
respect to the priority of the main axes, corridors and connections, leading through the
territory of the Republic of Bulgaria, for the period until 2020:
Priority 2: The most important axes for the connection of the Pan European transport
network with the neighbouring countries and regions are as follows:

□ Pan European transport corridor X – branch С, connecting Beograd - Niš - Sofia

and from there via the route of Pan European transport corridor IV – Plovdiv –
Svilengrad – Istanbul – TRASECA;

□ Pan European transport corridor VIII: Durrës - Tirana - Skopje - Sofia - Plovdiv Burgas/ Varna;

□ Waterways: the connections between Varna and Burgas ports with ports in

Ukraine, Russia, Georgia and Turkey. The connection Black Sea - Mediterranian
Sea.

Green Paper TEN-T : A policy review – Towards a better integrated trans-European
transport network at the service of the common transport policy, 2009
The European Commission prepared and published the Green Paper on trans-European
transport network policy (TEN-T). With this document the EC aims for revision of the
transport policy on the trans-European transport network (TEN-T), taking into
consideration the EU enlargement, the sustainable development principle, the
transport networks integration.
The document focuses on the transport networks integration, the broader range of
Community shareholders in the TEN-T planning, the support of the TEN-T construction
through Community financial and nonfinancial tools.
2.4

National context

The improvement of the I-9 corridor between Varna and Burgas would provide an
improved route between the West and East of the country (Sofia to the Black Sea
Coast). At the Southern end of the project in Burgas the road would link up with the A1 Trakia motorway, which runs right across the country to Sofia and forms another
important part of Pan European Corridor VIII. In Varna, at the Northern end of the
scheme, the highway would link up with the A-2 Hemus motorway, which provides an
alternative route to Sofia through the Northern part of Bulgaria. The location of the
project in relation to the Bulgarian strategic road network is illustrated in the figure
below.
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2.5

International context

Bulgaria occupies a strategic geographical position within Europe and this is
emphasised, in an international context, by the fact that five Pan European Corridors
pass through the country: IV, VII, VIII, IX, and X.
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The proposed improvements are contained within Pan-European corridor VIII linking
Durrës, Tirana, Skopje, Sofia, Stara Zagora, Burgas and Varna. Within Bulgaria, the
section will become the A-4 motorway, linking with the A-1 Trakia and A-2 Hemus
motorways.
2.6

Economic context

The ports of Varna and Burgas on the Black Sea coast form a key strategic gateway to
Bulgaria for key trading partners, such as Ukraine, Russia and Turkey. These countries
are important as trading partners, providing goods and raw materials to the economy,
or using the country as a transit route (e.g. oil and gas from Russia to Western Europe
and other Balkan states). Burgas is home to the largest oil refinery in South Eastern
Europe.
The ports are connected to the East-West road and rail transport corridors across the
country. The port of Varna is Bulgaria’s biggest port in scale, handling approximately 8
million tons of goods annually and has seen a 10% annual growth in turnover for the last
six consecutive years. The port of Burgas is similarly important, handling approximately
60% of Bulgaria’s imports and exports. Both ports are in the process of being
substantially upgraded with new terminals and facilities, highlighting the need for
improved supporting road infrastructure that is able to facilitate any future growth in
traffic, both to and from the ports.
Located 10 km northeast of the town of Burgas and 15 km from the port, the Burgas
airport is the second largest facility of this kind in Bulgaria. The airport handles flights
from 82 international and 5 domestic airlines. The flights connect Burgas with 39
European and Asian countries, by means of 121 air charter and 17 regular destinations.
This is the main port of entry for tourists in Bulgaria, since it is located near the tourist
destinations alongside the Black Sea coastline. In 2010 the airport has handled 1 858
345 international passengers, which constitutes an 11,2% increase in comparison to the
previous year, but still remains below its peak, which occurred in 2007.
Both Varna and Burgas airports have been affected by the global recession, evidenced
by the number of international passengers, which has decrease below the levels from
2007. It should be noted that before that period, there was a drop in the number of
international passengers handled in Varna airport (who may have been transferred to
Burgas airport) since 2005. In the same time the number of domestic passengers
handled in Varna airport has tripled from 54 000 to 154 000, which is a reflection of the
reality that due to the global crisis, Bulgarians prefer to spend their holidays in their
own country.
The Black Sea coast is one of the most popular tourist destinations both due to its
towns and resorts and its 130 kilometre long beach line. There are a number of
archaeological, architectural and historical monuments, including sites like the
historical town of Nessebar, included in the UNESCO world heritage list.
Tourism is an important sector of the regional and national economy and has shown a
rapid growth in the last decades. This is demonstrated by the leap in the number of
tourist accommodations in the coastline areas of Varna and Burgas during the period
from 2001 to 2008. Despite of the global economy recession, during the last few years
there is again a growth in the tourist accommodations, which leads to additional
difficulties for the local road infrastructure.
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As a key sector of the economy in 2009, the tourism is responsible for 10,5% of the
country's gross domestic product (GDP), with approximately 9,9% of the population
being dependant on the generated incomes from this sector. Theoretical calculations
indicate that tourism may be able to generate up 15% of the annual GDP. Burgas and
Varna regions represent a significant part of the general tourism in Bulgaria, which is
demonstrated by the abundant tourist accommodations there.
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3

Legal framework
3.1

Main legal acts

The main legal acts and by-laws for regulation of the preparation and construction of
Black Sea motorway are as follows:

□ Roads Act and Roads Act implementing regulations - regulate the public

relations in connection to the ownership, use, operation, management,
construction, rehabilitation, maintenance and financing of the roads, as well as
the safety management of the road infrastructure of Republic of Bulgaria.

□ Spatial Planning Act and Spatial Planning Act implementing regulations -

regulate the public relations in connection with the spatial planning, the
investment design and construction in Republic of Bulgaria and define the
restrictions on the ownership with respect to planning of public services. The
act regulates the activities and their sequence for each investment project,
with view to its category.

□ Ordinance № 4 from 2001, on the scope and content of the investment projects,
regulates in details the activities of each project stage, as well as the
requirements to their content.

□ Concessions Act and Concessions Act implementing regulations - regulate the
conditions and procedure for granting, implementation and termination of
concessions, being part of the regulated form of public-private partnership.

□ Public Private Partnership Act (PPPA) and the implementing regulations regulate the conditions and procedure for implementing a long-term contractual
cooperation between one or several public partners on one side and one or
several private partners on the other, to carry out an activity of public interest
for achieving a better value of the invested public funds, with allocation of the
risks between the partners.

□ State Property Act and the implementing regulations - regulate the acquisition,

management and use of state property, state property deeds and deals for their
use.

□ Municipal Property Act and the implementing regulations - regulate the
acquisition, management and use of municipal property, municipal property
deeds and deals for their use.

□ Environmental protection act - regulates the public relations in connection to

the protection and conservation of the environment for the present and future
generations and protection of human health; conservation of the biological
diversity in compliance with the biogeographical characteristic of the country;
control and management of the factors impacting negatively the environment;
control and management of the environmental conditions and the pollution
sources. The requirements for carrying out of environmental impact assessments
and appropriate assessment reports are also arranged by the Act.
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□ Cadastre and Property Register Act - regulates the organisation, funding,
establishing, keeping and use of the land property register and the cadastre,
containing data on the location, borders and size of the properties on the
territory of Republic of Bulgaria, acquired, presented, maintained, updated and
kept under the legal procedures, determined by the Act.

□ Cultural Heritage Act - regulates the rules for conservation and protection of

cultural riches, which are public property under the protection of the state and
municipal authorities in favour of the citizens of Republic of Bulgaria.

□ Chambers of Architects and Engineers in the Investment Design Act - regulates

the conditions and procedures for acquiring, recognition and loss of a licensed
designer qualification, for the purpose of pursuing the professions of an
“architect” or an “engineer” in spatial planning and investment design, as well
as the structure and organisation of the activities of the professional
organisations of the above-mentioned professions.

3.2

Procedures under the Spatial Planning Act (SPA)

With the last amendment of the SPA (SG № 66 from 26.07.2013), have been introduced
changes in the title of the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, and
have been allocated the public relations in the sphere of the spatial planning, the
investment process, the procedures for issuing a construction permits, as well as for
commissioning and putting into operation of completed construction works, that will be
regulated between the Ministry of Regional Development and the recently established
Ministry of Investment Planning. Due to the scope of this project, the Ministry of
Regional Development remains the authority regulating the activities related to its
implementation.
Elaboration, announcement and approval of a spatial plan, land acquisition and
compensation
Motorways are constructed on the basis of the forecasts of the detailed site
development plans – land parcel plans (DSDP-LPP).
For the elaboration of the site development plans are used topographic maps, cadastre
data and specialized maps and registers. The permit for elaboration of a DSDP-LPP
design for a motorway (site of national significance) is issued with a Minister of the
Regional Development Decree. In the Decree are stipulated the project's scope,
objectives and tasks, as well as the regulation of the land properties (Art. 124a).
The DSDP-LPP design is elaborated on the basis of a Term of Reference (ToR). It
justifies the need for its elaboration and includes the requirements regarding the
territorial scope, the terms and the development stages. The ToR is submitted at the
Ministry of Environment and Waters (MoEW) for stipulation of the applicable procedures
as per the Environmental Protection Act and Biological Diversity Act. The
environmental assessment is a part of the site development plan (Art. 125).
The investigation and the design works are carried out during the following stages:

□ Preliminary design with elaboration of alignment options;
□ Final design - land parcel plan, according to which the land acquisition is
effected.
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The DSDP-LPP design is reviewed by the National Expert Council, whereas the
notification of the persons and entities concerned is effected by the municipal
authorities with announcements in the State Gazette (Art. 128).
Sites of national significance, affected by the land parcel plan, are the land properties
or parts of them – subject to the plan. Persons and entities concerned in the process of
approval of the DSDP-LPP are the owners and the holders of limited real rights under
the law of estate, according to the data of the land-property register and also the
persons with granted concession (Art. 131).
The accepted by the National Expert Council DSDP-LPP design should be approved with
a Minister of the Regional Development Decree. The decree is published in State
Gazette (Art. 129).
On the basis of a DSDP-LPP in force, the land properties or parts of them, directly
affected by the envisaged construction works or unfit for use, are acquired under the
provisions of the State Property Act and the Municipal Property Act. For the purposes of
land acquisition, the regional governor shall issue a decree, in which will stipulate the
indemnity amount, calculated on the basis of the market price and the date on which
the relevant land or part of it will be acquired. The land property is considered
acquired from the date, on which the indemnity is fully paid (Art.205-209).
Investment Planning and Construction Permits
After the preliminary investigations for project alignment identification, necessary for
the justification of the legal admissibility and expedience of the investment idea, are
carried out, a Terms of Reference (ToR) for development of an investment design is
prepared (Art. 138).
Investment designs may be developed in the following stages:

□ Preliminary design;
□ Technical design;
□ Detailed design.
The Preliminary design could serve as a ground for issuing of a construction permit and
is the basis for awarding the construction works. The next design stages should be
approved in the course of the construction works, before the execution of the relevant
construction and assembly works (Art. 142).
The investment designs are reviewed by the National Expert Council. They are
approved on the basis of submitted:

□ assessment of the design documentation for compliance with the relevant
construction requirements;

□ positive statement of the fire safety and rescue authorities for first and second
category construction sites;

□ preliminary agreements with the public utility companies for integration in the
public utilities infrastructure;
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□ valid administrative acts under the Environmental Protection Act and the
Biological Diversity Act;

□ harmonization of the documents with the Ministry of Culture with respect to
immovable cultural heritage and carrying out of construction works within their
borders and the protected area around them.

Once approved by the National Expert Council they are ratified by the Minister of
Regional Development on the basis of valid DSDP-LPP and the documents, proving that
the indemnity, stipulated in the land acquisition deed, is transferred (Art. 143).
The construction permit is issued by the Minister of Regional Development. The
approved investment design is an integral part of the construction permit. Another
integral part of the construction permit is an enclosed valid EIA Decision (Art. 148)
The issuing of the construction permit, together with the approved investment designs,
is notified to the persons concerned with a notice in State Gazette. The construction
permits are subject to appeal at the Supreme Administrative Court in 14 days period
from their publication. For the issued construction permit with the enclosed EIA
Decision, is notified in writing the National Construction Control Directorate and an
announcement on the internet page of the Ministry of Regional Development is
published, describing the manner for provision of public access to the content of the
construction permit and the attachments to it (Art. 149).
The construction permit may be issued for certain phases (sections), which could be
implemented and then operated independently (Art. 152).
After the award of the elaboration of the DSDP-LPP for the construction of a project of
national significance, all authorities and administrative persons shall carry out the
relevant services or review and approval procedures under the provisions of this Act,
within terms reduced by half in comparison to the original ones (Art. 156a).
Participants in the construction process and relations between them
Participants in the construction process are the contracting authority, the contractor
for the construction works, the designer and the consultant in charge of the
construction supervision. The relationships of the participants in the construction
sphere shall be regulated by written agreements. The warranty periods are stipulated
in the agreement between the contracting authority and the contractor for the
relevant construction project. They should not be shorter than the minimal terms
stipulated in Ordinance No. 2. The warranty periods shall come into force from the day
of commissioning of the construction project (Art. 160).
Normally "Contracting authority" shall be the owner of the property or the properties,
required for the implementation of the construction works. The contracting authority is
responsible for the commencement of the construction works on the basis of a signed
agreement for construction and an agreement for construction supervision (Art. 161).
The designer is a natural or legal person, having at his disposition a staff of natural
persons, possessing the requisite licensed designer qualifications. The terms and the
procedure for exercising designer supervision in the course of the construction works
shall be established in an agreement between the contracting authority and the
designer. Designer supervision over all design parts shall be mandatory. The designer is
responsible for all his actions for effecting designer supervision during the construction
process (Art. 162).
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The contractor for the construction works is a legal person, having at his disposition a
staff of natural persons with the relevant technical capacity, carrying out the
construction works under a written agreement with the contracting authority. The
contractor may subcontract the performance of particular types of construction and
assembly works or of parts (stages) of the construction works (Art. 163).
The construction supervision is carried out by a consultant, on the basis of a written
agreement with the contracting authority (Art. 166).
The consultant shall sign all certificates and protocols in the course of the construction
process as shall be necessary for assessment of the construction works in respect to
requirements for safe and legally compliant execution of the works. The prescriptions
and orders of the consultant, as entered in the order record book, shall be mandatory
for the contractor of the construction works. Upon completion of the construction and
assembly works, the consultant exercising construction supervision shall prepare a final
report to the contracting authority.
The consultant exercising construction supervision shall incur liability for any detriment
inflicted thereby on the contracting authority and the other participants in the
construction, and solidary liability with the contractor of the construction works for any
detriment inflicted through non-observance of technical rules and standard
specifications and of the designs as approved. The period of liability under the
construction supervision agreement shall be at least as long as the warranty periods in
construction in accordance with the provisions of Ordinance No. 2 (Art. 168).
Requirements to the construction works, insurance in design and construction
Construction works shall be designed, executed and maintained in accordance with the
requirements of the statutory instruments and technical specifications for provision
within an economically feasible term of operation all essential requirements for:

□ bearing capacity - mechanical resistance, stability and durability of building
structures and of the foundation bed under service and earthquake loads;

□ fire safety;
□ hygiene, protection of human health and life;
□ operational safety;
□ noise protection and protection of the environment;
□ energy efficiency - energy savings and heat preservation;
□ preservation of all protected areas, protected territories, and other protected
sites and immovable monuments of culture;

□ engineering and technical rules on disaster and emergency safety.
In the construction works shall be incorporated only construction products, compliant
with all essential requirements towards the construction works, and meeting the
technical specifications, defined by the Technical Requirements Towards Products Act.
(art. 169а). The control of the construction products shall be exercised by the
consultant when performing investment project assessment and when exercising
construction supervision (art. 169б).
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All prescriptions related to the execution of a construction work, as issued by the duly
empowered persons and the specialized control authorities, shall be entered in the
order record book of the construction works, which shall be kept at the construction
site (art. 170).
The designer, the consultant and the contractor for the construction works shall be
insured against professional liability for any detriment inflicted on the other
participants in construction and/or third parties as a result of wrongful acts or
omissions in the course of, or in connection with, the performance of their duties
(art. 171).
The professional liability requirements are non-applicable for persons from a country member state of the European Union or from another country - part of the European
Economic Area Agreement, established on the territory of Republic of Bulgaria and
having submitted equivalent professional liability certificate for professional
responsibility or a warranty in another country - member state of the EU or another
country - part of the European Economic Area Agreement (Art. 171а).
Completion of the construction works. Use permit
Upon completion of the construction works shall be prepared the as-built
documentation. The as-built documentation shall contain a complete set of drawings on
the actually performed construction and assembly works. The above-mentioned
documents shall be certified by the contracting authority, by the contractor for the
construction works, by the person(s) exercising designer supervision and by the
consultant responsible for the construction supervision. The as-built documentation
shall constitute an integral part of the construction file as issued and shall be
submitted into the indefinite custody of the authority, which has issued the
construction permit. Where the construction works have been executed in conformity
with the development-project designs as approved, no as-built documentation shall be
delivered (art. 175).
Upon completion of a construction work, the contracting authority, the designer, the
contractor for the construction works and the consultant exercising construction
supervision shall draft a statement of ascertainment, certifying that the construction
work has been executed in conformity with the development-project designs as
approved, the as-built documentation as certified, the requirements to the
construction works and the terms and conditions of the agreement as concluded.
Furthermore, the above-mentioned statement finalizes the handing over of the
construction works by the contractor to the contracting authority (art. 176).
Prior to the commissioning of the construction works the consultant draws up a
technical passport of the construction site and a final report. The site is commissioned
on the basis of a use permit, issued by the National Construction Control Directorate
(Art. 177)
3.3

Procedures under the Concessions Act

General provisions
The concession regime according to the Bulgarian legislative is primarily regulated by
the Concessions Act and its Implementing regulations. There are references to the
Public Procurement Act and to other national acts depending on the specific nature of
the concession's object.
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The Concessions Act has been promulgated in State Gazette № 36, from 2.05.2006, in
effect from 1.07.2006. To the present moment have been effected different
amendments for improvement of the concession procedure. The specific steps and
stages of the development of the procedure are arranged with the Concessions Act
Implementing regulations, approved with Regulation № 161 of the Council of Ministers
from 29.06.2006, in effect from 1.07.2006.
According to the above-mentioned act and the relevant by-law, the concession is the
right to operate a facility and/ or service of public interest, made available by a
grantor to a merchant (the concessionaire), in exchange for the latter's obligation to
build and/or manage and maintain the subject to the concession at his/her own risk.
The concession is granted for a period up to 35 years.
The concessionaire is selected through an open procedure. When conducting the
concession procedure the basic criterion for evaluation of the tenders is economically
most expedient tender, whereas the possible evaluation criteria should be stated in
details. The initiative belongs to and could be declared by any interested party or with
a decision of the relevant competent authority under the Concessions Act.
Concession types. Concession grantor. Concessionaire. Financing.
The following facilities of public interest may be operated on concession under the
provisions of the Concessions Act:

□ facilities declared as an exclusive state property;
□ facilities, properties or parts of properties - public state property or public
municipal property;

□ facilities, properties or parts of properties - private state property or private
municipal property;

□ properties or parts of properties - owned by a public authority.
the main factor for defining the type of concession and respectively the concession
grantor, is the type of ownership. According to this criterion the concessions may be:

□ state concessions - where the facility is state property;
□ municipal concessions - where the facility is municipal property;
□ public concessions - where the facility is property of a public authority;
□ joint concessions - where the facility is state property, property of one or
several municipalities and/or public authorities.

According to its object, a concession may be one of the following types:

□ public works concession;
□ service concession;
□ mining concession.
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Art. 3, par. 1 of the Act offers the following definition of the public works concession:
A public works concession shall have as its object the partial or entire implementation
of a construction project (the object of the concession) and the management and
maintenance of the completed facility after its becoming operational at
concessionaire's own risk; where compensation therefore shall consist either only of the
right of the concessionaire to operate the object of the concession, or of that right in
addition to a payment on the part of the concession grantor.
The construction of the concession object includes activities for construction or
designing and construction for the period of concession, as well as rehabilitation of the
object in case of force majeure circumstances.
The management and maintenance of the concession object includes availability of the
object and the services and economic activities effected through it, as well as
uninterrupted provision of quality services in compliance with the concession
agreement requirements.
The concessionaire`s right of operation of the concession object includes receiving
revenues from the users of the public interest services or from third parties, whereas in
case of carrying out other economic activities - the right to receiving revenues from
these activities. In exchange for the right of operation of the object of the concession,
an obligation on the part of the concessionaire to make concession payments to the
grantor may be provided for.
Compensation, where such is provided for, shall be effected through reimbursement of
the concessionaire by the grantor for part of the costs for construction, management
and maintenance of the object of the concession or for management of the service of
public interest.
Unless otherwise provided by a special act, art. 17 of the Concessions Act defines as a
concession grantor:

□ The Council of Ministers - for state concessions;
□ The municipal council - for municipal concessions;
□ The public authority, represented by a body in accordance with its act of
establishment - for public concessions;

□ The Council of Ministers, the relevant municipal council and/or the body of the
public authority - for joint concessions.

Concession grantor for the objects - property of a public authority, owned hundred
percent by the state and/or by municipality, is the relevant minister and/or the
municipal council.
Any natural or legal person or consortium of such persons may participate in the
procedure for granting concession. The ranked in first place participant is nominated
concessionaire and is awarded a concession agreement. In certain stipulated in the act
cases, concession agreement might be signed with the second in rank participant.
The financing of activities under concession is performed as follows:

□ for state concessions - from the budget of the Ministry of Finance;
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□ for municipal concessions - from the budget of the relevant municipality;
□ for public concessions - from the budget of the respective public authority.
The financing of compensations, if envisaged, is effected by the authority, representing
the concession grantor under the concession agreement.
The expenditures for concession activity are carried out by the respective ministries
and authorities in accordance with the approved by the Minister of Finance procedure
and annual plan for the expenditures.
Concession agreement
The concession agreement is concluded after the resolution for selection of the
concessionaire or the stipulation, with which the early launching is approved, enter
into force.
The concession agreement is concluded without negotiations in accordance with the
draft, included in the tender dossier and in accordance with the tender of the
participant ranked first. In the cases when the first in rank participant rejects to sign
the concession agreement, the agreement might be signed with the second in rank
participant, after carrying out negotiations for improving the tender with respect to the
criteria for complex tender evaluation.
Amendments to the concession agreement
The concession agreement may be amended and/or supplemented by an additional
agreement, including with respect to the concession object, where due to unforeseen
circumstances, have become necessary assigning of additional construction activities,
not included in the concession agreement, or changes in the type or volume of the
construction works, included in the concession agreement, or assigning of the
management of additional services of public interest, under the following conditions:

□ the additional construction works or the additional services cannot be

technically or economically separated from the subject of the concession
agreement without considerable difficulties for the concession grantor or if
separable, they are essentially necessary for the implementation of the
concession agreement, and

□ the total value of the additional construction works or of the additional services

does not exceed 50% of the value of the construction work or of the services of
the concession agreement, or

□ the total value of the modified volume of the construction works does not
reduce or exceed the value of the construction works in the agreement with
more than 50%.

Outside of these cases the concession agreement might be amended or supplemented
only for restoration of the concession's economic balance, defined in the concession
agreement, again in the explicitly stipulated in the Act cases.
Termination of the concession agreement
The concession agreement shall expire upon expiry of the concession period.
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Before expiry of the concession period the concession agreement might be terminated
without due notification by any of the parties on the grounds, explicitly stipulated in
art. 74, par.1 of the Concessions Act.
The concession agreement may be terminated unilaterally or by mutual agreement
between the parties:

□ in case of subsequent emergence of any threat to the national security and
defence of the State; to the environment or human health; to protected
territories, areas and sites, as well as to public order, or

□ under conditions, provided for in an Act, or in the concession agreement.
Unilateral termination of the concession agreement on the part of the concession
grantor, as well as the making of a proposal or the acceptance of a proposal for
termination by mutual consent, shall take place with a decision of the concession
grantor.
In the event of non-performance of the concession agreement, the compliant party may
terminate it, after setting an appropriate deadline for resuming compliance and
warning that after expiry of such deadline it shall consider the agreement terminated.
The concession grantor may terminate
deadline for resuming compliance, in
implementation of the concession or of
for launching the procedure for granting

the contract, without setting an appropriate
case of non-performance of a condition for
a basic obligation, defined with the resolution
concession.

Where the party at fault is the concessionaire, actions towards termination of the
concession agreement shall be taken by the body, representing the grantor under the
concession agreement, and the termination is effected with a decision of the
concession grantor.
Preparatory activities for the procedure for granting concession
The preparatory activities and forwarding of proposal for granting concession in respect
to state concessions, shall be performed by a minister, appointed by force of a law. In
the cases where there is no empowerment by force of a law, the preparatory activities
shall be performed by the persons, stipulated in art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions
Act.
The procedure is launched with the decision for commencement of the preparatory
activities by the relevant body, stipulated in art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act.
The decision shall determine:

□ the concession object;
□ preliminary objectives of the concession;
□ the period for carrying out the preparatory activities;
□ the maximum amount of the financial resource for carrying out the preparatory
activities;

□ the experts who will carry out the preparatory activities;
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□ other circumstances related to the main objective of the concession.
The team, responsible for carrying out the preparatory activities (hereafter referred to
as "team") shall prepare:

□ Justification;
□ Resolution for launching a procedure;
□ Notice;
□ Tender dossier;
□ Agreement.
The justification of the concession should be based on the following documents
enclosed to it:

□ technical analysis;
□ financial and economical analysis;
□ legal analysis and
□ environmental analysis - for public works concession when the concession object
is an investment proposal for construction works, activity or technology
according to appendices №№ 1 and 2 to the Environmental Protection Act.

The environmental analysis is accompanied by the document produced at the
completion the procedure under Chapter 6 of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) ecological assessment or environmental impact assessment (EIA). For the elaboration of
the environmental analysis the EIA procedure in accordance with the EPA provisions has
to be completed.
All analyses are elaborated in compliance with the requirements, defined in the
appendix to the Concessions Act implementing regulations.
Depending on the specific nature of the concession object, of the carried out services
or other economic activities there, and according to the opinion of the relevant body as
per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act, the justification of the concession,
besides on the above-mentioned analyses, may be based on other concession analyses
as well.
The elaboration of the justification, the analyses and the rest of the documents (all or
part of them) may be assigned to independent consultants, in accordance with the
provisions of the Public Procurement Act. In this case the team organizes a procedure
for assigning the elaboration of the defined concession analyses and/or other
documents and accepts the submitted material with a relevant protocol.
For the results of the performed preparatory actions the team draws up a protocol,
including also a conclusion on the legal compliance and the expedience for granting the
concession.
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On the basis of the protocol, the relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the
Concessions Act issues a decree for extending the period for carrying out of the
preparatory activities or for stopping them.
In case of a decree order for extending the period for carrying out of the preparatory
activities, the team prepares a draft report of the relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 3 of the Concessions Act to the concession grantor, with a reasoned proposal for
launching a procedure for granting concession under art. 38, par. 1 of the Concessions
Act.
In case of state concessions the relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the
Concessions Act submits for coordination and approval to the head of the "National
security" State agency, to the regional governor and to the mayor of the municipality
where the concession object is located, the following documents:

□ the draft report with a reasoned proposal for launching a
granting concession;

procedure for

□ the draft decision for launching a procedure for granting concession, and
□ justification of the concession without the relevant concession analyses.
The listed documents are also submitted to the authorities stated below, accompanied
by the following additional documents:

□ the draft of the concession agreement and the concession analyses, without

their appendices - to the Minister of Environment and Water, the Minister of
Culture, the Minister of Defence and the Minister of Interior;

□ the draft of the concession agreement, the concession analyses, without their

appendices and the financial justification as per art. 35, par. 1, item. 4 of the
Rules of Organisation of the Council of Ministers and of its administration - to
the Minister of Finance;

□ The concession analyses and their appendices, the protocol as per art. 14, par.

1 of the Implementing regulations of the Concessions Act (the protocol of the
team on the preparatory activities) and the drafts of the notice, the concession
agreement and the tender dossier - to the specialized department of the
Council of Ministers "Strategic development and coordination", in accordance
with the Rules of Organisation of the Council of Ministers.

The term for the submission of the relevant statements is 14 days. If no statement is
submitted within this term it is regarded as approved without remarks. For the state
concessions the Minister of Finance and the specialized department of the Council of
Ministers, together with their statements submit a proposal for the inclusion of a
representative from their staff in the commission for the conduction of the concession
procedure.
After the preparation of all documents and effecting all review and approval activities
the relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act, submits for approval
by the concession grantor a draft of the decision for launching a procedure for granting
concession.
On the basis of the submitted documents, the concession grantor takes a decision for
launching a procedure for granting concession.
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In a 7-days period from the approval of the decision for launching a procedure for
granting concession the relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act
takes a decision for approval of the notice, the Tender dossier and the draft of the
concession agreement.
Conducting of the concession procedure
Pursuant to the decision for launching a concession procedure the relevant body as per
art. 46, par. 1 of the Concessions Act, and with respect to the proposal of the relevant
body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act, appoints a commission for
conducting of a concession procedure.
Pursuant to art. 46, par. 1 of the Concessions Act, the procedure for granting a
concession shall be organised by the relevant body, which has carried out the
preparatory activities and shall be conducted by a Commission appointed by:

□ the Prime Minister - with regard to state concessions;
□ the mayor of the municipality - with regard to municipal concessions;
□ the managing body of the public authority - for public concessions;
□ the relevant body, approved by the concession grantors - for joint concessions.
The commission conducts the concession procedure, observing the obligations arising
from the Concessions Act implementing regulations and elaborates a protocol for its
activity. The commission also prepares a draft resolution for nominating as a
concessioner the participant, ranked in first place and a draft report of the relevant
body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 оf the Concessions Act to the concession grantor.
The drafts of the report and the resolution for nominating a concessioner are submitted
again for approval with respect to the legal compliance of the procedure and of the
draft resolution, to the following stakeholders:

□ To the Minister of Environment and Waters, the Minister of Culture, the Minister
of Defence and the Minister of Interior;

□ To the Minister of Finance;
□ To the specialized department of the Council of Ministers - "Strategic

development and coordination", in compliance with the Rules of Organisation of
the Council of Ministers.

The approved drafts of the report and the resolution are submitted to the concession
grantor. The decision for nominating the concessionaire is taken by the grantor.
All decisions in the course of the procedure could be appealed under the provisions of
the Concession Act.
Awarding of a concession agreement
The concession agreement is awarded to the participant, ranked in first place, after
the decision of the concession grantor for selection of a concessionaire has entered into
force.
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3.4

Procedures under the Public-Private Partnership Act (PPPA)

General provisions
The matter is regulated by the Public-Private Partnership Act (PPPA), published in SG.
№ 45 from 15.06.2012) and the PPPA Implementing regulations (published in SG № 5,
from 18.01.2013). The Act has come into force on 01.01.2013.
The Act defines the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) as a long term contractual
cooperation between one or several public partners from one side and one or several
private partners on the other side, for carrying out of activities of public interest and
achieving better value of the invested public funds, whereas allocating the risks
between the partners in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
Public partners shall be:

□ government ministers and heads of institutions - for state PPP's for activities of

public interest carried out with facilities, which are state property and/or which
by force of a statutory instrument have been assigned to an authority from the
central executive power;

□ municipal mayors - for municipal PPP's for activities of public interest carried
out with facilities, which are owned by the respective municipality and/or
which by force of a statutory instrument have been assigned to the local
government authorities or to municipal mayors;

□ state and municipal public authorities - for activities of public interest carried
out with facilities, which are owned by them and/or which have been assigned
to them by an Act, with their articles of association or another decree, issued
by a competent authority.

The private partner who is party to a PPP contract may be an equity company existing
or newly established, in compliance with the requirements referred to in this Act.
The PPP is implemented after the envisaged legal procedures are carried out and an
agreement with term between 5 and 35 years is concluded.
A PPP under the provisions of this Act is established, when the following conditions are
at hand:

□ The activity of public interest can't be awarded under the procedures and rules

of the Public Procurement Act, because the public partner doesn't have access
to sufficient financial sources for funding the activities of public interest and
the relevant finances have to be entirely or partially provided by the private
partner, or through allocation of the risks between the public and the private
partners, so that a better value of the invested public funds is achieved and

□ The activity of public interest can't be awarded through concession as there are

no revenues from the users of the services of public interest or from third
persons in connection with the activities of public interest, and when there are
such revenues - there are no provisions, entitling the private partner to receive
them.

Therefore these activities are not PPP in the sense of the Concessions Act, awarded in
accordance with the provisions of the Concessions Act and the Subsurface Resources
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Act (SRA) and the public procurements, awarded in accordance to the procedure and
rules of the Public Procurement Act (PPA).
In this sense the PPP is an alternative procedure to the ones stipulated in the PPA and
the Concessions Act for effecting of an activity of public interest by a public authority
in partnership with private persons, through the provision of funding, construction
and/or management and/or maintenance of sites with public significance and through
optimization of the economic benefits and risks.
The activities of public interest are defined in art. 4 of the PPPA and are effected
through granting of one or several services of public interest - these are all services in
favour of the society, the responsibility for their implementation being born, usually or
by the force of a legal act, by the public partner.
Through the PPP mechanism is maintained an economic balance, which in fact is a
balance of the benefits for the public and the private partner, as well as the allocation
of the risks between them.
In the PPP the risks are allocated between the public and the private partner for each
separate case, based on the ability of the partners to estimate, control and manage the
risks. The private partner usually bears the construction risks and at least one of the
risks for availability or demand for the service of public interest. Undertaking the risks
does not guarantee the return of the investment in the implementation of the PPP
agreement. When the value of the service of public interest is defined in a statutory
instrument or an administrative act, the risk related to the demand for the service of
public interest is shared by the public and the private partners or is born entirely by
the public partner.
In the PPP the private partner carries out the activity of public interest and provides
the necessary financial sources, whereas for his participation a certain rate of return of
his own capital (rate of return for the private partner) is envisaged, provided through
financial support from the public partner.
The public partner in the PPP participates through the provision of financial support to
the private partner in the form of payments, granting rights (regulatory rights
excluded) over sites or parts of them (not public property), different from the site for
the realisation of the activity of public interest, for carrying out additional economic
activity and/or rendering of additional services outside of the scope of the activity of
public interest; granting rights for carrying out additional economic activity and/or
rendering of additional services outside of the scope of the activity of public interest
for the site for the realisation of the activity of public interest. The financial support
from the public partner is provided in accordance with the regulations of the State Aid
Act.
When exceeding the preliminary defined rate of the return for the private partner, the
public partner may reduce or suspend the payments until the balance is restored or
may receive a part of the profit of the private partner from carrying out additional
economic activity and/or rendering additional services under the provisions and the
procedure, stipulated in the PPP agreement.
In the PPP the public partner effects payments only in case the site and/or the services
are with the agreed in the technical specifications parameters, such as operational
readiness, volume and quality. In case of non-compliance, the payments shall be
reduced or suspended.
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Planning
The state policy on the PPP is effected through an approved National Public-Private
Partnership Programme and an Operational Plan that shall be approved, amended or
updated by the Council of Ministers for each programming period, on the basis of a
submitted proposal by the Minister of Finance no later than 6 months before the
beginning of the relevant programming period. In the context of the entering into force
of the PPPA and with the beginning of a new programming period from 01.01.2014,
these acts have to be adopted by 30.06.2013.
The National Programme is a strategic planning document for PPP, containing the
general and the specific objectives, the strategy for development and the main
priorities of the state policy for the implementation of PPP in the country. It is
elaborated in coordination with national strategic and programming documents of
Republic of Bulgaria, in compliance with the legal requirements.
The Operational Plan shall be divided into sections for each year and shall contain the
projects for state PPP's and for PPP's of state-owned public authorities, as well as the
project implementation deadlines and the funding needed for their completion,
including format and amount of the financial support. The deadlines and the values
included in the Operational Plan shall be prognostic. The Operational Plan may be
amended and/or updated as part of the budget procedures for the relevant year. A PPP
project, which is not included in the Operational Plan, may not be implemented.
The incorporation of PPP in the Operational Plan is effected as part of the budget
procedures, initiated by the public partner, who submits at the Ministry of Finance
proposals for state projects for PPP and projects for PPP of state-owned public
authorities. The proposals are accompanied by preliminary assessment of the feasibility
of the project through PPP, including:

□ Description of the project and the anticipated results - project title, objectives,

scope and activities, anticipated terms for realization and preliminary technical
and economical justification of the project, social and economic analysis of the
forecast results from the implementation of the project, the allocation of the
risks and analysis of the compliance with the legal requirements for the
implementation of PPP;

□ Proposal for a format and amount of the financial support from the public

partner, preliminary assessment of the impact of the project parameters on the
budget;

□ Preliminary assessment for the achievement of a better value of the invested
public funds;

□ Amount of the necessary financial means for carrying out of the preparatory
activities.

When the proposal is initiated by an interested private person, the preliminary
assessment for feasibility of the project through a PPP could be drawn up on the basis
of the documents, submitted by this person. Each interested party may propose to a
competent public partner to initiate PPP.
The list with the received proposals for PPP is submitted to the Development Council
under the Council of Ministers, which decides which projects shall be proposed for
approval by the Council of Ministers. Based on the decision of the Development Council,
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the Minister of Finance submits to the Council of Ministers a draft decision for approval
or amendment of the Operational plan.
PPP projects which envisage payments from the state budget, for which the procedure
to select a private partner is about to be launched, shall be included in the State
Budget of the Republic of Bulgaria Act for the respective year. The exact amount of
budget resources needed for payments under concluded PPP agreements shall be
included in the State Budget of the Republic of Bulgaria Act for the respective year.
The Ministry of Finance shall keep and maintain a public PPP register which is freely
and publicly accessible on the internet.
Preparatory activities for the implementation of a PPP
The preparatory activities shall include the submission of a justification proving the
social and economic feasibility of implementing the project via PPP, based on:

□ a pre-investment study or an investment project - where the PPP involves
construction works;

□ a financial and economic analysis which shall at least prove the affordability for

the state budget, respectively for the municipal budget or the budget of the
public authority of the PPP project, and that better value shall be achieved for
the invested public funds via the PPP;

□ a legal analysis with respect to the compliance with the legal requirements for
the realisation of a PPP.

The elaboration of the feasibility study and the analyses is carried out by experts of the
relevant administration of the public partner, with the necessary expertise and
experience and/or by assigning the task to an independent consultant(s), according to
the public partner's discretion, whereas in the latter case is conducted a public
procurement procedure under the PPA for the selection of a contractor.
The financial and economic analysis for the state PPP and for the PPP of state public
authorities shall be approved by the Minister of Finance within 3 months from the date
of submission. The approval is supported by a standpoint of an independent expert,
selected by the Ministry of Finance through a public procurement procedure, so that an
independent assessment of the social and economic expedience of the implementation
of the project through PPP is guaranteed.
The justification shall be approved by the public partner based on a proposal from an
expert council appointed thereby.
On the basis of the approved justification the public partner:

□ may propose an update of the Operational Plan, respectively of the Programme
for implementation of the municipal development plan, and inclusion of the PPP
project in the bill for the state budget, respectively in the draft municipal
budget for the following year;

□ shall ensure the preparation of draft resolution, notice and documentation,

respectively a description document, for participation in the procedure for
selection of private partner, including a draft PPP agreement - carried out by
the relevant administration and/or by assigning the task to an independent
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consultant(s), according to the public partner's discretion, whereas in the latter
case is conducted a public procurement procedure under the PPA for the
selection of a contractor.
Selection of private partner
The private partner shall be selected in an open procedure, restricted procedure, a
negotiated procedure or a negotiated procedure with notice publication under the
terms and according to the procedure of the Public Procurement Act, unless it is not
otherwise provided for in this Act. The powers of contracting authority under the Public
Procurement Act shall be exercised by the public partner, except in the cases foreseen
by the Act.
The procedure for selection of private partner shall include:

□ adoption of resolution to launch a procedure for selection of private partner;
□ procedure for selection of a private partner;
□ adoption of resolution for selection of a private partner, respectively resolution
for termination of the procedure.

The resolutions shall be adopted by the Council of Ministers, based on a proposal made
by a minister or head of an institution - for state PPP and for PPP of state-owned public
authorities, as an exception from the provisions of the PPA.
The resolution to launch the procedure shall at least state the terms of the PPP
agreement, the allocation of the risk, the main rights and obligations of the parties
thereto and the maximum rate of return for the private partner; shall approve the
notice and the tender dossier for the procedure for selection of private partner, and in
the case of a negotiated procedure - the descriptive document. The resolution to
launch the procedure shall be published in the Public Procurement Register.
The notice for a procedure for selection of private partner shall contain the standard
information required by the Public Procurement Act, but the contacting authority may
also include additional requirements like: condition that the PPP agreement is
implemented via a public-private entity or a special-purpose project company;
limitation on the number of tenderers in accordance with Article 25, paragraph 4 of the
Public Procurement Act under negotiated procedures or a negotiated procedure with
notice publication; other conditions or requirements depending on the specific nature
of the activity of public interest. The notice shall be listed in the Public Procurement
Register and shall be published in the Official Journal of the European Union under the
terms and according to the procedure of the Public Procurement Act.
For all tenderers and participants in the procedure shall apply the requirements
referred to in Chapter Four of the Public Procurement Act - General rules for
participation in procedures under PPA - requirements to the participants, tenders and
guarantees.
The participants shall submit a tender pursuant to Chapter Four, section II of the Public
Procurement Act and attach to it a financial and economic model for implementation of
the PPP.
Tenders shall be evaluated based on the criterion for economically the most
advantageous tender.
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The amount of payments from the public partner, where such payments are envisaged,
shall be a mandatory element of the criterion for economically the most advantageous
tender. Depending on the specific nature of the activity of public interest, may be
included as additional indicators the duration of the PPP agreement and others.
On the basis of the ranking made by the commission in charge of the procedure under
the PPA, the public partner shall submit to the Council of Ministers on the basis of a
proposal by the minister or the head of the administration (for state PPP and for PPP
for state-owned public authorities) a report and a draft resolution for selection of a
private partner no later than one month after the commission has completed its task.
Attached to the report shall be the protocol drawn by the commission for evaluating
and ranking of the participants in the public procurement procedure.
On the basis of the report and the commission's protocol, after having reviewed
independently the facts and circumstances therein, the Council of Ministers shall adopt
a resolution for:

□ selection of the best ranking participant as private partner, or
□ termination of the procedure in the cases referred to in Article 39 of the Public
Procurement Act.

Based on a proposal from the public partner, the Council of Ministers may adopt a
resolution to select as private partner the second best tenderer in the cases referred to
in Article 74, paragraph 2 of the Public Procurement Act - rejection, non-compliance to
the PPA requirements or non-submission of the required documents by the first in rank
participant, nominated for contractor.
The resolution for selection of a private partner shall specify the terms and conditions
of the PPP agreement and the rights and obligations of the parties which are not
defined or are defined only partially in the resolution to launch the procedure for
selection of a private partner, in accordance with the tender of the participant
selected to be the private partner, respectively the tenders placed during the
negotiations (for the negotiating procedure with publication of notice) and set a
timeframe for conclusion of the PPP agreement, which cannot be longer than three
months, from the date of entering into force of the resolution or of the descriptive
document, with which the preliminary launching is effected.
Conclusion, implementation, amendment and termination of a PPP agreement
A PPP agreement is concluded:

□ between the public partner and the participant in the procedure assigned for a
private partner, when the latter is a capital assets commercial company;

□ between the public partner and a newly established capital assets commercial
company (project company), when the selected private partner (non-capital
assets commercial company) is owner of 100% of the capital, respectively the
participants in the consortium - private partner own 100% of the capital;

□ between the public partner and a newly established capital assets commercial
company (public-private company in which partners or shareholders are the
participant, selected for a private partner/associate) and the state,
municipality, public authority and/or a public enterprise (public partner). In this
case the participation of the partners might by monetary or non-monetary,
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whereas the management could be effected by both partners. The public
associate, regardless of his share, has a blocking quota at taking decisions for
amendment of the statute/consortium agreement; disposition with property,
apportioned by the public partner; change of capital; certain type of
commercial deals; transformation or termination.
The public partner shall conclude the PPP agreement not earlier than 14 days after the
interested participants have been informed of the resolution to select a private
partner, except in the cases, where the tenderer selected as private partner is the only
interested participant.
A copy of the agreement is submitted to the public PPP register at the Ministry of
Finance. An integral part of the PPP agreement is the financial and economic model,
included in the tender of the participant, assigned as a private partner.
The private partner shall ensure the publicity of the implementation of the PPP
contract.
A specific exception of the general regime is the provision of art. 46, par. 1 of the PPPA
providing that during the implementation the PPP agreement the private partner shall
have the rights of a contracting authority within the meaning of the Spatial
Development Act and, where the activity of public interest is carried out with a facility
owned by the state, the municipality or by public authority.
During the implementation of the PPP agreement the private partner may use
subcontractors, which have been stated in the tender. Where a subcontractor stated in
the tender must be replaced or the need arises to use another subcontractor, the
private partner shall select the new subcontractor following the procedure under the
Public Procurement Act.
Amendment of the PPP agreement is envisaged in the provisions of art. 56 and art. 57
of the PPPA, which are a deviation of the general regime of the PPA, as far a change of
the site is possible, as well as regarding the restoration of the economic balance of the
contract. Substitution of the private partner is allowed, provided that the assignee
shall explicitly state his will to continue the implementation of the agreement for PPP
in a 3-month period after the circumstance is reflected in the Commercial Register and
presents evidences that meet the requirements of the public procurement notice.
Otherwise the agreement is legally terminated.
A specific element of the early termination of the PPP agreement is the obligation of
the private partner to perform its obligations until they are taken over by a person
appointed by the public partner, but for no more than 6 months.
On the date of commissioning of the site under the PPP agreement, it will pass under
the management of the regional governor/another person, nominated for sites - state
property; the mayor of the municipality for sites - municipal property and the public
authority for the sites being its own property.
3.5
Comparison of the implementation regimes for the projects under the PPPA
and the Concessions Act
Procedures under the PPPA and the Concessions Act
In the table below is presented a brief comparison of the steps for carrying out the
procedures for preparation of projects under the PPPA and the Concessions Act:
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PPP

CONCESSIONS

INCORPORATION IN THE
OPERATIONAL PLAN
1. The Public partner (PP) prepares a
preliminary assessment about the
feasibility of the project through PPP and
with content as per the PPPA and its
implementing regulations.
2. Proposal from the PP to the Minister of
Finance (МF) for incorporation of the PPP
project in the OP - as part of the budget
procedure.
3. МF submits all proposals to the
Development Council under the Council of
Ministers (CM) for review.
4. Statement of the Development council
under the CM.
5. МF submits to CM the proposals for
approval.
6. Incorporation of the PPP project in the
Operational plan.
PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES
1. Decree of the PP for nominating
persons in charge of carrying out of the
preparatory activities. The financial
resource should be planned as part of the
framework of the budget procedure for the
relevant year.
2. The persons in charge prepare:
1. pre-investment feasibility study or an
investment design - when the PPP
envisages construction works;
2. financial and economic analysis;
3. legal analysis.
The elaboration of the designs and/or
analyses may be assigned through public
procurement procedure to independent
experts. In this case the persons in charge
organize the selection of a contractor who
will develop the designs and/or prepare
the analyses.
3. Request for approval of the financial
and economic analysis - from PP to MF.

1. Decree for commencement of the
preparatory activities - by the relevant
body as per art, 19, par. 1 - 3 of the
Concessions Act.
2. The team for carrying out the
preparatory activities prepares:
2.1. Justification;
2.2. Resolution for launching the
procedure;
2.3. Notice;
2.4. Tender dossier;
2.5. Agreement.
The justification of the concession is
based on the documents enclosed to it:
- technical;
- financial and economic;
- legal analysis and
- environmental analysis - for public works
concession when the concession object is
an investment proposal for construction
works, activity or technology, according to
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4. Approval of the financial and economic
analysis by MF - in a 3-month period.

appendices №№ 1 and 2 to the
Environmental Protection Act.

On the basis of the investigations and the
analyses are elaborated the following
documents:

Upon the discretion of the relevant body
as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the
Concessions Act, the justification of the
concession, besides on the abovementioned analyses, could be based on
other concession analyses as well.

5. Justification of the social and economic
expedience of the implementation of the
project through PPP.
6. Decree of the PP for assignment of
Expert Council (ЕС), to review the
justification. When the task is assigned to
independent experts, they should be
selected under the procedures of the PPA.
7. Statement for review of the justification
and proposal from the EC to PP.
8. Approval of the justification by the PP after receiving the statement for review
from the ЕС.
9. Proposals for updating the Operational
Plan and for incorporating projects for PPP
in the bill for the State Budget Act for the
following year - the proposals are
presented as part of the budget procedure
for the relevant year.
10. Preparation of drafts by the PP:
- Resolution;
- Notice;
- Tender dossier, respectively a
descriptive document for the selection of a
private partner;
- PPP agreement.
11. Justified proposal from the PP to the
Council of Ministers for launching a
procedure for selection of a private
partner. The proposal is accompanied by
the justification, the drafts of the
resolution, the notice, the tender dossier,
the agreement, as well as by other
documents, envisaged in a statutory
instrument.
12. The Council of Ministers approves the
resolution for launching a procedure for
selection of a private partner.

The elaboration of the justification, the
analyses and the documents described in
items 2.2 to 2.5 might be assigned as a
task to independent consultants under the
procedures of the PPA.
3. Protocol of the team for the results of
the carried out preparatory activities, with
a conclusion for the legal compliance and
the expedience for granting the
concession.
4. Decree for expanding the term for
carrying out of the preparatory activities or
for stopping them - issued by the relevant
body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the
Concessions Act - on the basis of the
issued protocol.
5. Elaboration of the draft report by the
relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of
the Concession Act to the concession
grantor - prepared by the team containing a justified proposal for
launching a procedure for granting
concession, pursuant to art. 38, par. 1 of
the Concessions Act.
6. Submission for review and approval
The relevant body as per art.19, par. 1 - 3
of the Concession Act submits for review
and approval:
1. the draft of the report with the justified
proposal for launching a procedure for
granting concession;
2. the draft resolution for launching a
procedure for granting concession, and
3. justification of the concession without
the concession analyses to it.
The listed documents are submitted to:
- the head of "National Security" State
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13. Publication of the resolution for
launching a procedure for selection of a
private partner and the notice in the public
procurement register.

Agency;
- the regional governor and
- the mayor of the municipality with respect
to the location of the concession site.
During the review and approval of the
state concessions, together with the
above-mentioned documents, are
submitted as well:
1. the draft of the concession agreement
and the concession analyses without the
appendices to them
- to the Minister of Environment and
Waters;
- to the Minister of Culture;
- to the Minister of Defence and
- to the Minister of Interior.
2. the draft of the concession agreement,
the concession analyses without the
appendices to them and the financial
justification as per art. 35, par. 1, item. 4 of
the Rules of Organisation of the Council of
Ministers and its administration
- to the Minister of Finance.
3. the concession analyses and the
appendices to them, the protocol as per
art. 14, par. 1 of the Concessions Act
Implementing regulations and the drafts
for the notice, the concession agreement
and the tender dossier
- to the Specialized Department of the
Council of Ministers - "Strategic
Development and Coordination",
according to the Rules of Organisation of
the Council of Ministers.
7. Submission of a draft resolution for
launching a procedure for granting
concession by the relevant body as per
art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act
for approval by the concession grantor.
8. Approval of the resolution for launching
a procedure for granting concession - by
the concession grantor
9. Resolution of the relevant body as per
art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act
for approval of the notice, the tender
dossier and the draft of the concession
agreement - in a 7-days term from the
approval of the resolution for launching the
procedure.
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CONDUCTION OF THE PROCEDURE
1. The PP conducts the procedure for
selection of a private partner - up to the
stage with the ranking of the participants.
2. Report and a draft of the resolution from
the PP to the Council of Ministers for
selection of a private partner. These
documents are submitted in 1 month
period from the date of completion of the
work of the commission, together with the
protocol of the commission.

1. Appointment of a commission for
conducting the procedure for granting of
concession - by the relevant body as per
art. 46, par. 1 of the Concessions Act (the
Prime Minister - for the state concessions)
- in a 7-days period from the approval of
the resolution for launching a procedure
on the basis of the proposal of the relevant
body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the
Concessions Act.

3. Resolution of the Council of Ministers
for selection of a private partner

2. The Commission:
2.1. conducts the procedure for selection
of concessionaire.

4. Publication of the resolution by the
Minister of Finance in the public PPP
register under the Ministry of Finance.

2.2. Prepares a draft resolution for
selection of the best in rank participant for
concessionaire and

5. The Council of Ministers stipulates a
period for concluding an agreement maximum up to 3 months.

2.3. Prepares a draft report from the
relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of
the Concession Act to the concession
grantor.

6. Conclusion of an agreement.
3. Review and approval of the drafts of the
report and the resolution for selection of a
concessionaire, with view to the legal
compliance of the conducted procedure
and the draft resolution by:
- the Minister of Environment and Waters;
- the Minister of Culture;
- the Minister of Defence;
- the Minister of Interior;
- the Minister of Finance;
- the Specialized Department under the
Council of Ministers.
4. Submission to the concession grantor
for announcing the relevant resolution on
the reviewed drafts of the report and the
resolution decision.
5. Resolution of the concession grantor for
selection of a concessionaire - determines
the period for concluding an agreement.
6. Conclusion of an agreement.
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Comparison of the PPPA and the Concessions Act
In the following table is presented a comparison of the field of applicability and the
main parameters of the PPPA and the Concessions Act:
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

CONCESSION

Legal framework

Public-Private Partnership Act (PPPA),
PPPA Implementing regulations,
Ordinance for the conditions and
procedure for planning and the criteria
for incorporation of projects for PPP in
the Operational plan and in the
Programme for realization of the
municipal development plan and other.

Concessions Act (CA), Concessions
Act Implementing regulations and other.

Allocation of
risks

The risks are allocated between the
public and the private partner for each
separate case, based on the ability of
the partners to estimate, control and
manage the risks. The private partner
bears usually the construction risks and
at least one of the risks for availability
or the demand for the service of public
interest. Undertaking the risks does not
guarantee the return of the investment
in the implementation of the PPP
agreement. When the price of the
service of public interest is defined in a
statutory instrument or an
administrative act, the risk related to the
demand for the service of public interest
is shared by the public and the private
partners or is born entirely by the public
partner.

The concessionaire is obliged on his
own risk to construct, manage and
maintain the concession site or to
manage the service, as well as to
rehabilitate the site in case of impacts
from force majeure circumstances.

Financing of the
project

The private partner carries out the
activity of public interest and provides
its financing.
The private partner participates in the
PPP with a set rate of return of his own
capital (rate of return for the private
partner), guaranteed by the financial
support of the public partner.
The public partner participates in the
PPP through the financial support to the
private partner, which is in the form of:
1. payments to the private partner;
2. granting rights over land properties or
parts of them, different from the site for
carrying out the service of public
interest, for carrying out of additional
economic activity and/or provision of
additional services outside the activity
of public interest;
3. granting rights for carrying out of
additional economic activity and/or
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Even in cases of stipulated
compensation from the concession
grantor to the concessionaire, the
concessionaire is not relieved of the
obligation of undertaking the risks,
related to the construction and
maintenance of the site and the
management of the service.

The financing of the activities under
state concessions is effected from the
budget of the Ministry of Finance. The
funds for the concessions are formed
from the revenues generated by the
concession payments for state
concessions, from penalties,
guarantees, indemnities and from sales
of tender dossiers, included in the
budget of the relevant ministry or
administration as revenues.
The costs are associated with the
activities for granting, monitoring,
management and supervision of the
concession agreements.
A compensation by the concession
grantor to the concessionaire may be
foreseen, in the form of a payment of
part of the costs for construction,
management and maintenance of the

providing additional services, outside
the scope of the activity of public
interest, over the site for carrying out
the of the activity of public interest.
The financial support is provided in
accordance with the regulations of the
State Aids Act.
When the rate of returns for the private
partner is exceeded, until the
restoration of the economic balance,
the public partner:
1. reduces or suspends the payments,
or
2. receives part of the profit of the
private partner from the additional
economic activity and/or the provided
additional services under the conditions
and the procedures, stipulated in the
agreement.

service of public interest. The
compensation is allowed when it's
necessary to:
1. achieve a socially admissible price
for the service of public interest, or
2. rehabilitate the concession site in
case of impacts from force majeure
circumstances.
The compensation is due after the
commissioning of the site and is
effected only for the period of time in
which the site is available.

The payments to the private partner
serve for reimbursement of the
investment costs and for covering the
operational costs for management
and/or for maintenance.
Compensations
in case of
initiative on
behalf of an
interested party

Any interested party may propose to a
competent public partner the
implementation of PPP.
The proposal is accompanied by
justification and financial and economic
analysis, and in case of construction
works - a pre-investment study or
investment design is included as well.

The initiative belongs to any interested
party or is determined with a decision of
the relevant body as per art. 19, par. 1 4 of the Concessions Act. No
compensations are envisaged for the
interested party in case it is not
selected as a concessionaire.

When the public partner has used the
pre-investment study or the investment
design, the interested party, if not
selected for private partner, has the
right to remuneration for the used in the
technical specification data from the
above-mentioned documents.
Possibilities for
assigning the
implementation
of certain
activities to
independent
consultants

There is a possibility for assigning the
implementation of certain activities to
independent experts - pre-investment
study and/or an investment design, the
financial and economic analysis, as well
as the legal analysis.
The assigning of the task is performed
in accordance with the procedures of
the PPA.
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There is a possibility for assigning the
implementation of certain activities to
independent experts - technical,
financial and economic, legal and
environmental analysis, as well as the
elaboration of their justification.
Furthermore, the resolution for
launching a procedure, the notice, the
tender dossier and the concession
agreement may be assigned to

independent consultants.
The assigning of the task is performed
in accordance with the procedures of
the PPA.
Review and
approval
procedures

The main review and approval
procedures are between the public
partner and the Council of Ministers.
Certain documents have to be reviewed
and approved by the Ministry of
Finance, through a nominated by the
public partner Expert Council, as well
as by the public partner himself, when
dealing with documents, elaborated by
a commission, nominated for the
specific case.

Review and approval procedures for
certain issues: by the Minister of
Environment and Waters, by the
Minister of Culture, by the Minister of
Defence, by the Minister of Interior, by
the Minister of Finance, by the
Specialized Department under the
Council of Ministers, by the "National
Security" State Agency, by regional
governors and by mayors, based on the
location of the site.

Term for
conducting the
procedure

● Minimum 6 months for incorporation
in the Operational Plan;
● Minimum 1 year for carrying out of the
preparatory activities and for
incorporation of the PPP project as an
appendix to the State Budget Act ;
● Minimum 6 months for conduction of
the procedure for selection of a private
partner.

● Minimum 8 months for preparatory
activities;
● Minimum 6 months for conduction of
the concession procedure.

Duration of the
agreement

from 5 to 35 years

up to 35 years

Agreement

The agreement for PPP is concluded
without negotiations in accordance with
the draft agreement, included in the
tender dossier and the tender of the
participant, ranked in first place. For
unsettled issues, related to the
conclusion, implementation and the
termination of the agreement shall be
applied the provisions of the
Commercial Act and the Obligations
and Contracts Act.

The concession agreement is
concluded without negotiations in
accordance with the draft agreement,
included in the tender dossier and the
tender of the participant, ranked in first
place. For unsettled issues, related to
the conclusion, implementation and the
termination of the agreement shall be
applied the provisions of the
Commercial Act and the Obligations
and Contracts Act.

The agreement for PPP is concluded:
● between the public partner and the
participant in the procedure assigned
for a private partner, when the latter is a
capital assets commercial company;
● between the public partner and a
newly established capital assets
commercial company (project
company), when the selected private
partner (non-capital assets commercial
company) is owner of 100% of the
capital, respectively the participants in
the consortium - private partner own
100% of the capital;
● between the public partner and a
newly established capital assets

The concession agreement is
concluded between the concession
grantor and the concessionaire in 3
hypothetical cases, analogical to the
PPPA:
● agreement between the concession
grantor and the concessionaire – capital
assets commercial company;
● agreement between the concession
grantor and the project company;
● agreement between the concession
grantor and the public-private company.
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During the implementation of the
concession agreement, the
concessionaire has the rights of a

commercial company (public-private
company in which partners or
shareholders are the participant,
selected for a private partner/associate)
(private partner) and the state,
municipality, public authority and/or a
public enterprise (public partner). In this
case the participation of the partners
might by monetary or non-monetary,
whereas the management could be
effected by both partners. The public
associate, regardless of his share, has
a blocking quota at taking decisions for
amendment of the statute/ consortium
agreement; disposition with property,
apportioned by the public partner;
change of capital; certain kind of
commercial deals; transformation or
termination.
A copy of the agreement is submitted to
the PPP public register at the Ministry
of Finance.
During the implementation of the
agreement, the private partner has the
rights of a Contracting authority in
accordance with the provisions of the
SPA.
The private partner may use
subcontractors, which have been stated
in the tender. Where a subcontractor
stated in the tender must be replaced or
the need arises to use another
subcontractor, the private partner shall
select the new subcontractor following
the procedure under the Public
Procurement Act.
When the granting of financial support
is provided in accordance with the
regulations of the State Aid Act (SAA)
and is not released from the obligation
for notification as per art. 7, par. 1 of the
same act, the PPP agreement enters
into force after the enactment of a
positive resolution of the European
Commission for compatibility with the
Common market.
When the granting of financial support
is an aid that falls in the scope of a
group release, the PPP agreement
enters into force after a positive
resolution by the Minister of Finance as
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Contracting authority in accordance
with the provisions of the SPA.
Where the concessionaire has made a
proposal in his tender for assigning part
of the construction works to subcontractors, the latter are selected in
accordance with the provisions of the
PPA.

per art. 9, par. 2 of the SAA.
Flexibility of the
agreement

The PPP agreement may be amended
and/or supplemented with an additional
agreement.

The concession agreement may be
amended and/or supplemented with an
additional agreement.

The additional agreement is concluded
between the public and the private
partner without a resolution from the
relevant body as per art. 32, par. 2 and
3, when the amendments and the
supplements are within the scope of the
resolution for launching a procedure for
selection of a private partner, of the
notice, of the resolution for selection of
a private partner and the tender of the
participant, selected as a private
partner.

Reason for amendment or termination
of the concession agreement may be
the appearance of a threat for the
national security and the defence of the
country, for the environment, for the
human health, for the protected
territories, areas and sites, as well as
for the public order.

The PPP agreement may be amended
and/or supplemented with a resolution
of the relevant body as per art. 32, par.
2 and 3, including with respect to the
site for carrying out of the activity of
public interest, where due to
unforeseen circumstances, has become
necessary assigning to the private
partner of additional construction
activities, not included in the
agreement, or changes in the type or
volume of the construction works,
included in the agreement, or assigning
of additional services of public interest,
under the following conditions:
1. the construction works or the
additional services cannot be
technically or economically separated
from the subject of the concession
agreement without considerable
difficulties for the public partner or if
separable, they are essentially
necessary for the implementation of the
agreement, and
2. the total value of the additional
construction works or of the additional
services does not exceed 50% of the
value of the construction work or of the
services provided under the agreement,
or the volume of the additional services
is not more than 50 % of the volume of
the of the services provided under the
agreement; or
3. the total value of the modified volume
of the construction works does not
reduce or exceed the value of the
construction works in the agreement
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The concession agreement may be
amended and/or supplemented by a
supplementary agreement, including
with respect to the concession object,
where due to unforeseen
circumstances, has become necessary
assigning of additional construction
activities, not included in the
concession agreement, or changes in
the type or volume of the construction
works, included in the concession
agreement, or assigning of the
management of additional services of
public interest, under the following
conditions:
1. the additional construction works or
the additional services cannot be
technically or economically separated
from the subject of the concession
agreement without considerable
difficulties for the concession grantor or
if separable, they are essentially
necessary for the implementation of the
concession agreement, and
2. the total value of the additional
construction works or of the additional
services does not exceed 50% of the
value of the construction work or of the
services of the concession agreement,
or
3. the total value of the modified volume
of the construction works does not
reduce or exceed the value of the
construction works in the agreement
with more than 50%.
Outside of these cases the concession
agreement might be amended or
supplemented only for restoration of the
concession's economic balance,
defined in the concession agreement,

with more than 50%.
Outside of these cases the PPP
agreement might be amended or
supplemented only for restoration of the
economic balance of the agreement.
The economic balance may be also
disrupted in the following cases:
1. as a result of legislative change or
with an act of a regulatory body, the
conditions for financing, construction,
management or maintenance of the site
for carrying out the activity of public
interest and/or the conditions for
provision of the service of public
interest, have changed;
2. all activities under the agreement
have been suspended as a result of
force majeure circumstances;
3. in case of partial or complete
destruction of the site for carrying out
the activity of public interest or in case
of an objective impossibility for its
proper utilisation, except when the
destruction or the objective impossibility
are a result of a wrongful act or
omission by the private partner;
4. in case of a threat for the national
security and the defence of the country,
for the environment, for the human
health, for the protected territories,
areas and sites, as well as for the public
order.

again in the following cases:
1. in case of a subsequent appearance
of a threat for the national security and
the defence of the country, for the
environment, for the human health, for
the protected territories, areas and
sites, as well as for the public order;
2. in case of partial destruction of the
concession site or in case of an
objective impossibility for its proper
utilisation;
3. in case of a legislative change;
4. in case of occurrence of a
circumstance as per art. 65, par. 3 of
the Concessions Act;
5. in other cases, foreseen by the law.
In case of legal transformation of the
concessionaire, if the assignee meets
the requirements of the procedure.
When the amendments and the
supplements are within the scope of the
resolution for launching a procedure for
granting concession, of the resolution
for selection of a concessionaire and of
the concessionaire's tender, an
additional agreement is concluded with
the body, representing the concession
grantor under the concession
agreement.
In all other cases - by a reasoned
decision of the concession grantor.

In case of legal transformation of the
private partner, if the assignee meets
the requirements of the procedure.
Amendments or supplements to the
agreement by the public partner may be
introduced on the basis of reasoned
decision of the relevant body as per art.
32, par. 2 and 3 of the Concessions
Act.
Supervision of
the
implementation
of the agreement

The public partner carries out routine
supervision through officials and/or
commissions. The routine supervision
may be assigned to an independent
contractor.
The routine supervision comprises at
least a regular check of the
implementation of all obligations as per
the PPP agreement, including
supervision of the quality of the
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The concession grantor nominates an
authority, which has to organize the
supervision of the implementation of the
concession agreement. The relevant
authority carries out the routine
supervision: through officials from the
relevant administration and appoints
commissions.
The commissions for the state
concessions mandatorily include
representatives of the relevant

technical and social infrastructure at the
site and/or of the carried out activity of
public interest, on the basis of
stipulated by a legal or regulatory
instrument or the agreement
requirements, technical specifications,
standards and/or quality criteria. The
specific supervision methods are
defined with a decree. On the basis of
the routine supervision the public
partner elaborates an annual report and
submits it to the Minister of Finance.
The Minister of Finance summarizes all
received reports and drafts a final report
to the Council of Ministers on the
implementation of National Programme
and the Operational Plan.

administration, as well as
representatives of the specialized
administration of the Council of
Ministers, of the Ministry of Finance and
representatives of other
administrations, related to the subject of
the supervised concessions.
The officials carry out the routine
supervision through regular checks of
the implementation of the obligations of
the concessionaires under the relevant
concession contracts, including the
implementation of the obligations for the
concession payments.
The check is carried out in the following
manners:
1. check and examination of the
documents, presenting the results from
the implementation of the
concessionaire's obligations as per the
concession agreement;
2. planned checks on spot, carried out
on the basis of a preliminarily approved
schedule;
3. special checks on spot.
As an output of these checks are
summarized the findings with regard to
the concessionaire's implementation of:
1. the conditions for implementation of
the concession;
2. the obligations as per the concession
agreement;
3. the deadlines for fulfilment of the
obligations;
4. the obligations for concession
payments;
5. the measures for observing the legal
instruments provisions, regulating the
activities, related to the relevant
concession site.
The officials in charge prepare reports
for their work and submit them to the
competent commissions. Each
commission prepares an annual report
and submits it to the relevant authority.
The approved reports are sent to the
concession grantor.

Termination of
the agreement

The PPP agreement is terminated with
the expiry of its term or before that, by
one of the parties under the agreement,
due to wrongful acts or other
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Upon termination of the concession
agreement, the concessionaire hands
over the concession site to a
commission, appointed by the authority,

circumstances. In the event of an early
termination in most of the cases, the
public or the private partners owe
certain compensations.

empowered to undertake actions for
termination of the agreement or by the
relevant body, representing the grantor
under the concession agreement - in
the cases of legal termination.

In case of an early termination of the
PPP agreement, the private partner has
to perform his obligations until they are
taken over by a person appointed by
the public partner, but for no more than
6 months.
Legal obstacles
for the
implementation
of the procedure

The construction of road infrastructure
is not included in the scope of
application of the PPPA.

NCSIP is not a concession grantor
under the provisions of the
Concessions Act and doesn't have a
legal possibility to perform preparatory
activities, conduct procedures for
granting concession or carry out
supervision of the agreement
implementation.
NCSIP has no possibility for delegation
of the rights of the competent
authorities under art. 19 of the
Concessions Act to a third party and
also is not an owner of the concession
site.

Necessity for
legislative
amendments

An amendment of the PPPA regarding
its scope of application has to be
introduced, envisaging possibilities for
implementation through public-private
partnerships (PPP) sites of the
transport infrastructure, and in particular
- sites of the road infrastructure.

An amendment of the Concessions Act
has to be introduced, allowing the
possibility for delegation of rights to a
public authority for conducting
procedures for granting concession and
carrying out supervision of the
agreement implementation, including in
the cases when the concession site is
explicit property of the state.

3.6

Conclusions

Applicability of the PPP act
The public-private partnership (PPP) mechanism offers broad possibilities for state
implementation of publically significant projects by involving financial resources of
private partners, thus optimizing the economical benefits and achieving a balanced
allocation of the risks between the parties.
The existing legal framework regulates in detail the administrative procedure for
planning, preparation, establishment, amendment and termination of PPP. On one
hand, this framework guarantees the possibility for application of control measures by
the public partner for the successful fulfilment of public interest activities, as well as
for effective implementation of the public authorities' functions with respect to the
society. On the other hand, PPP offers new possibilities for private entities to
participate in significant public projects under the conditions of a legally regulated
environment, stability, agreed allocation of the risks, benefits and financial results,
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through a procedure, based on the principles of publicity, transparency, free and loyal
competition, elimination of discrimination, equality of rights and proportionality.
The infrastructure projects are of strategic public interest for the development and
improvement of the national road network. The provision of legal mechanisms for the
implementation of such projects, which guarantees their financing and construction
with the participation of private investors, is a key factor during the realisation of the
state's public functions in the transport sphere. With view to the above, the
implementation of Black Sea motorway through a PPP is in harmony with the spirit and
the objectives of the law, defined in art. 2, and more specifically:

□ to ensure development of high-grade and easily available services of public
interest through the achievement of better value of the invested public means;

□ to provide a possibility for stimulation of the private investments in the

construction, maintenance and management of technical and social
infrastructure sites, as well as in the implementation of activities of public
interest;

□ to provide guarantees for protection of the public assets and for effective
management of the public funds during the realisation of the PPP.

For the implementation of the Black Sea motorway project through a PPP is
necessary to be added a supplement to art. 4, par. 1 of PPPA, stating in a
completely new item 3 that the transport infrastructure sites/ projects are included
in the scope of the Act.
Applicability of the Concessions Act
In accordance with the Concessions Act and Concessions Act implementing regulations
the type of the concession is determined by the type of ownership of the site, for which
the concession is provided. Depending on the type of ownership are determined both
the concession grantor and the authority, which will carry out the preparatory activities
and the procedure for appointment of a concessionaire.
Currently is not envisaged an explicit possibility through which a public authority,
which is not a commercial entity as per the provisions of the Commercial Act, will be
able to conduct a concession procedure for a site, explicitly belonging to the state.
In this respect, with view to the realisation of the company's activity and the
carrying out of the procedure in compliance with the law, as well as in a
transparent manner, has to be introduced a legislative amendment, which will
enable and regulate the possibility for delegation of the rights of the competent
authorities under art. 19, par. 1 - 3 of the Concessions Act to a third party public
authority.
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4

Technical parameters of the project
4.1

Summary of the available studies

Feasibility study (RIA, 2002)
The Black Sea motorway project has previously been investigated by the Bulgarian Road
Infrastructure Agency, which undertook a feasibility study and established preliminary
design and a bill of quantities for the project in 2002. These documents discussed a
number of different route alignments, with a preferred option (green route) also being
determined.
The purpose of this document was to develop a series of technically feasible solutions
for the motorway section to be completed from Priseltsi (south of Varna) to Burgas with
view to creating a high quality route for international and domestic traffic, improving
comfort and safety and promoting social and economic improvements for the region.
The feasibility study aimed to identify suitable alignments to cross the Balkan
Mountains, whilst avoiding important environmental sites.
The study identified three main route options, namely green (preferred alignment), red
and blue route. In addition to these routes, three more optional alignments were
developed, which essentially are a combination of sections of the main route options.
A Summary Bill of Quantities was also elaborated. This document was issued alongside
the feasibility study main document and summarises the quantities of materials and
their anticipated unit costs for each of the six identified options.
A set of technical drawings were produced for the six identified options in July 2003.
These correspond to the options identified in the previous feasibility study.
Cost Benefit Analysis (MRDPW, 2011)
In 2011 the Bulgarian Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works assigned the
task for elaboration of a Cost benefit Analysis (CBA) with the intent to support an
application for funding under the EU Operational Programme Transport 2014-2020. The
analysis was based on the 2002-2003 feasibility study.
The project has been evaluated using the multi-modal transportation model originally
developed for the purposes of the Bulgarian General Transport Master Plan. The
Bulgaria Transport Model (BTM) is a large-scale inter-urban model comprising both
elements of people movement and also the movement of freight. It is required to be
able to test the impact of relatively large-scale changes and improvements to the
infrastructure available for inter-urban travel between Bulgarian cities and between
Bulgaria and the rest of Europe.
The model produces forecasts of travel demand up to the year 2040. The outputs, as
far as motorways are concerned, are forecasts of the demand on each road by vehicle
type, costs (journey time and vehicle operating costs) of travel between origins and
destinations, and the routes used between origins and destinations. The outputs are
used in three ways:
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□ for the demand for new infrastructure, as well as for identification of possible
consequences;

□ to assess the economic and financial performance of the new infrastructure,

regardless of the fact whether such demand is existing, diverted, generated,
transit or national traffic; and

□ for environmental performance using data from the model outputs.
Without the motorway the average flow on the existing I-9 route in 2020 is estimated to
be 9,700 vehicles AADT. With the project completed this number is estimated to be
reduced to 3,300 vehicles AADT, with approximately 18,900 vehicles AADT using the
Black Sea motorway. Around 2% of cars and 13% of HGVs using the new motorway will
be undertaking transit trips, where one or both ends of the journey are outside of
Bulgaria.
The total capital expenditure required to deliver the preferred option route is
estimated to be € 722.6 M in nominal costs, based upon starting construction in 2016
and including VAT and land acquisition costs. € 474.3 M of this figure is made up of
construction costs.
The economic benefits of the project fall to drivers who use the new motorway, and
therefore benefit from reduced journey times, and also those drivers who choose to
stay on the existing road, but who experience less congestion. Since the accident rate
on the existing I-9 route is relatively high, fewer accidents will occur as traffic
transfers to the new motorway.
The economic evaluation is carried out over a 30 year period, with costs and benefits
being discounted back to 2008. The key measures of the economic worth of the project
are:

□ the Net Present Value (NPV) of the project: this measures the net value of the

project and is the difference between discounted costs and discounted benefits
(with a discount rate of 5.5%);

□ the Economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR), this is the discount rate at which
the NPV is zero: in theory it measures an annual rate of return on the
investment costs; a minimum EIRR of 5.5% (which equals the economic discount
rate) is required to ensure that the project is deemed to be economically
efficient; and

□ the Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR): this is the ratio between the present value of
benefits and costs.

The values of these indicators for the Black Sea preferred option are as follows:

□ NPV - € 857,48 M;
□ EIRR - 21,28%;
□ BCR - 4,73.
These results show that the project is a strong performer in economic terms.
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4.2

Identified route options

Main route options
For the project have been identified three main route options, namely green (preferred
alignment), red and blue route. In addition to these routes, three more alignments
were developed, which essentially are a combination of sections of the main route
options:

□ Green (I) – Red (II) – Green (IV);
□ Red (I) – Green (II) – Green (III) – Green (IV);
□ Red (I) – Blue (II) – Green (III) – Green (IV).
Figure 1. Main route options.

Route option 1 (Green)
Below is shown the Green route option. The alignment is with total length of 94,8 km,
and connects the completed part of the motorway near Priseltsi village with end of
Trakia motorway, west of Burgas. Near Staro Oryahovo and Yunets villages in the
northern part of the motorway is envisaged construction of road junctions/
interchanges, linking the motorway with Byala and Obzor resorts. In the southern part
near Alexandrovo village the motorway will be connected with Slantchev Bryag and
Nessebar resorts. The motorway will be crossing the Eastern parts of the Balkan
mountains between Obzor and Slantchev Bryag via a 1 730 m long tunnel.
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Figure 2. Route option 1 (Green).

Route option 2 (Red)
Below is shown the Red route option. The beginning and the end points of the route are
the same as in the other options. The total length is 97,52 km. Similar to the green
route near Staro Oryahovo and Yunets villages is envisaged construction of road
junctions/ interchanges. On the territory of Byala and Obzor municipalities the
alignment is located to the west of the Green route option, and after Staro Oryahovo
villages it goes to its east. The connection with Slantchev Bryag and Nessebar resorts
will be realised near Tankovo village. The motorway will be crossing the Balkan
mountains nearly at the same location as in the Green route option via a 1 800 m long
tunnel.
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Figure 3. Route option 2 (Red).

Route option 3 (Blue)
Below is shown the Blue route option. The alignment is with total length of 96,1 km,
and goes west of the other route options. The connection with Byala and Obzor resorts
will be realised near Dyulino village. Also is envisaged the construction of road
junctions/ interchanges near Staro Orhyahovo village in the North and near Alexandrovo
village in the South (respectively for Slantchev Bryag and Nessebar resorts). This
alignment passes far from the coast, thus avoiding the necessity for construction of a
tunnel under the Balkan mountains.
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Figure 4. Route option 3 (Blue).

Additional options
The following combinations of sections of the main route options have also been
reviewed:

□ Route option 4: Green (I) - Red (II) - Green (IV);
□ Route option 5: Red (I) - Green (II) - Green (III) - Green (IV);
□ Route option 6: Red (I) - Blue (II) - Green (III) - Green (IV).
The additional options aim to combine the advantages of each of the alignments in
certain sections. In reality however it's hard to be achieved a significant difference due
to the predetermined start and end locations, as well as due to the necessity for
provision of a connection to the main local resorts.
4.3

Estimation of the investment costs

Estimation of the construction costs
For the purposes of the Cost Benefit Analysis in 2011 AECOM calculated the
construction costs for the different options. The estimation was performed on the basis
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of the main types and quantities of construction works for the several route options,
determined in the Feasibility study, carried out in 2002. The methods for estimation of
the construction costs were initially used during the calculation of the investment costs
for Struma motorway. Some of the more notable unit prices are shown in the table
below:
Road structure

2 644 thousand BGN/km

1 352 thousand EUR/km

Bridges

965 BGN/m2

493 EUR/m2

Tunnels

million BGN/km for two
tubes

million EUR/km for two
tubes

"short" tunnels (with length
up to 1 km)

58,0

29,7

"medium" tunnels (with
length from 1 km to 3 km )

74,3

38,0

"long" tunnels (with length
over 3 km)

90,6

46,3

To the direct expenses for construction works have been added 20% for non-envisaged
works. This assumption leads to systematically higher estimations of the construction
costs, due to the fact that in the applied methods, the non-envisaged work are
accounted to a total of 2,9%. For preliminary and general expenses have been added
additional 10% to the figure, while the environmental costs are estimated at 1,5%.
Costs for planning and design.
The costs for planning and design have been estimated as follows:
Costs for planning and design

BGN/km

EUR/km

Roads

24 000

12 240

Tunnel with two tubes

48 000

24 480

Single-tube tunnel

24 000

12 240

Costs for land acquisition.
The costs for land acquisition have been estimated as follows:
Costs for land acquisition
For new motorway

BGN/km

EUR/km

1 115 000

568 650

Land acquisition is envisaged for all affected sections along the motorway alignment.
Other costs
The following additional costs have been added to the above-mentioned costs:

□ Extra costs to the amount of 10% for contingency;
□ Extra costs to the amount of 2% for project management;
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□ Extra costs to the amount of 0,1% for publicity measures;
□ Extra costs to the amount of 3% for construction supervision of the project.
All costs are subject to Value added tax (VAT), with the exception of the costs for land
acquisition which are exempt from VAT.
4.4

Estimation of the operational and maintenance costs

Costs for the roads
The operational and maintenance costs have been estimated in accordance with the
national requirements for Cost Benefit Analyses in the transport sector as shown below:
Operational and maintenance costs

Average costs EUR/km annually
for motorway

for a lane in one
direction

Routine technical maintenance

€ 7 600

€ 6 600

Winter maintenance

€ 4 500

€ 1 100

General routine and winter
maintenance

€ 12 100

€ 6 700

Rehabilitation

€ 450 000

€ 64 100

Structural maintenance

€ 750 000

€ 307 700

The assumption is that for the newly constructed sections the structural maintenance
will be performed at 14-year intervals and rehabilitation will be carried out every 7
years.
Operational and maintenance costs for tunnels
The following operational and maintenance costs have been estimated for tunnels:
Annual operational and
maintenance costs for tunnels

per km for tunnels with
two tubes annually

per km for single-tube
tunnels annually

Short tunnel

€ 208 407

€ 104 203

Medium tunnel

€ 292 995

€ 146 497

Long tunnel

€ 396 619

€ 198 309

4.5

General estimation of the investment costs

The table below summarizes the general estimation of the capital costs, used in the
feasibility study prepared by AECOM company, for each of the identified options on the
basis of the described above unit prices.
Type of costs
Construction

Option 1
(preferred)

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

€ 474 276 788 € 487 563 429 € 429 705 237 € 491 243 213 € 474 647 834 € 433 725 767
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Planning and
design

€ 1 442 738

€ 1 484 544

€ 1 488 609

€ 1 459 060

€ 1 468 222

€ 1 462 378

Land
acquisition

€ 65 825 897

€ 67 719 513

€ 66 755 692

€ 66 535 569

€ 67 009 841

€ 67 939 636

Contingency

€ 47 427 679

€ 48 756 343

€ 42 970 524

€ 49 124 321

€ 47 464 783

€ 43 372 577

Project
management

€ 9 485 536

€ 9 751 269

€ 8 594 105

€ 9 824 864

€ 9 492 957

€ 8 674 515

Publicity
measures

€ 474 277

€ 487 563

€ 429 705

€ 491 243

€ 474 648

€ 433 726

Construction
supervision

€ 14 228 304

€ 14 626 903

€ 12 891 157

€ 14 737 296

€ 14 239 435

€ 13 011 773

Subtotal

€ 613 161 219 € 630 389 563 € 562 835 029 € 633 415 567 € 614 797 719 € 568 620 371

VAT

€ 109 467 064 € 112 534 010 € 99 215 867

Total

€ 722 628 282 € 742 923 573 € 662 050 897 € 746 791 567 € 724 355 295 € 668 756 518

€ 113 376 000 € 109 557 576 € 100 136 147

Due to the fact that the methods for estimation of the construction costs were not
thoroughly applied in a meticulous manner in AECOM's study, the above-mentioned
figures should be used only for the purposes of comparison of the different options.
A new estimation, based on updated unit prices for the different activities, has
been prepared for the final justification of the project.
4.6

Environmental impact assessment (EIA)

Introduction
In November 2007 the National Road Infrastructure Fund has assigned the task for
elaboration of Environmental impact assessment (EIA) for Black Sea motorway
investment proposal (section Varna (Priseltsi) - road junction/ interchange Burgas-West
from km 7+902 to km 102+698).
The EIA report was submitted in July 2008. In the document are reviewed the 3
identified route options - green, red and blue routes, as well as the discussed and
approved in 2003 by the Expert Technical and Economical Council (ETEC) of RIA
decision for taking into consideration the standpoint of the preliminary environmental
assessment for shifting the route further away from protected area "Atanasovsko lake"
via the development of a new purple option.
In the review of the different route options for the Black Sea motorway from
environmental point of view (in accordance with the statements of the wildlife, wild
plants, water, ambient air, landscape, etc. experts) has been affirmed as preferred the
Green route option, shifting from km 96+358 to km 102+987 to the purple option.
All environmental components and the anticipated impacts from the construction of the
Black Sea motorway on them have been analyzed and assessed. Below is presented
comprehensive information on each of the environmental components in the separate
route options' context.
Ambient air
The construction and the operation of the Black Sea motorway will not lead to a breach
of the emission limits.
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The analysis of the different options shows that the Green route option (from km 7+902
to km 96+357) combined with the additionally developed purple option (from km
96+357 to km 102+987) is the priority one with view to the impacts on the ambient air:

□ alignment length - this option is the shortest, i.e. lowest emission total;
□ better situational technical solution - less horizontal curves in the mountain

areas, with larger radii and smaller longitudinal gradients, allowing the
maintaining of higher speed which provide for: lower number of accidents,
lower emissions, due to the elimination of traffic impediments; smaller areas
for sensitive natural zones (part wild plants and wildlife).

Surface and ground water
All options cross the following rivers in the Black Sea region - Kamtchia, Dvoynitsa,
Hadjiyska, Byala, Fandakliyska and Aheloy at different locations and pass through their
watersheds. Based on the carried out investigations, inspections, as well as based on
the hydrological and hydrogeological factors, affecting the quantities and the quality of
the surface and ground waters, all options are equal in general. There are slight
differences only in the sections when the route options are crossing the terraces of the
rivers Kamtchia, Hadjiyska, Byala and Aheloy and the Water protection zone (WPZ) of
water-supply infrastructure Gerena near Vetren village.
With respect to Kamtchia and Hadjiyska river the preferred option is the green one; for
the valley of Aheloy river the green and the red option provide equal characteristics.
The green route option leads through WPZ of water-supply infrastructure Gerena and
for this reason was developed the purple option from km 96+357 to km 102+987. In
fine, the route of the green combined with the purple option is preferred to the other
options from surface waters viewpoint.
There is no direct impact from the investment proposal to the groundwater.
Waste generation
There is no priority of the different options with view to the waste generation.
Wild Plants (Flora)
With respect to the wild plants environmental component (and more specifically the
affected forests) the combination of the green and purple route stands out as the most
sparing option. In this scenario will be affected the least amount of deciduous forests.
More comprehensive information is presented in the following table.
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Table 4.6.1. Description of the lands included in the state forest fund, affected by
the different options for Black Sea motorway alignment
Option

Distribution of the lands based on the economic classification of the forest in decares
(1000 square meters)
Deciduous
high-stem
forest

Sprouting
forests for
transformation

Sprouting
forests for
germination

Coniferous

Reconstruction

Poplar

Other

Green

280,821

237,487

375,278

114,294

78,167

40,330

24,369

Red

1120,352

254,607

67,517

34,988

90,55

-

16,386

Blue

1336,041

91,931

25,759

99,489

260,596

59,406

23,766

The blue route option affects to a much larger degree natural habitats, while the green
and the red options pass around natural reserves. The choice of the purple route option
in the last few kilometres of the motorway is of great significance since it leads to the
North of the green option with respect to the proposed protected area "Atanasovsko
lake".
Wildlife (Fauna)
With respect to the protected areas the location of the proposed alignments is as
follows:

□ The Red option goes for 10,1 km through protected areas "BG0000116 Kamchia"

and 5,7 km through "BG0002045 Kamchia Complex". With view to the fact that
in the protected area the alignment leads through bird habitats is taken into
consideration the length of the actual passage through the area which is 11,1
km. The passage through "BG 0000574 Aheloy - Ravda - Nessebar" is 0,4 km,
through "BG0000133 Kamchiyska and Emenska mountain" and "BG0002044
Kamchiyska mountain" - a total of 21,9 km, through "BG00002043 Emine"- 32,2
km, through "BG0000151 Aytoska mountain" - 5 km, through "BG0000270
Atanasovsko lake" - 9,7 km. The red option passes 2 km away from the
northwest border of protected area "BG 0001004 Emine - Irakli".

□ The Green option goes for 6,5 km through protected area "BG0000116 Kamchia"

and through "BG0002045 Kamchia Complex ", 24 km through "BG0002044
Kamchiyska mountain", in which is included 9,2 km through "BG0000133
Kamchiyska and Emenska mountain"; 0,4 km through "BG0000574 Aheloy - Ravda
- Nessebar", 5 km through "BG0000151 Aytoska mountain", 27,4 km through
„BG00002043 Emine", 8,7 km through "BG0000270 Atanasovsko ezero". At the
Northeast, the start of the route for 1,5 km is about 0,1 km away from the west
border of protected area "BG 0002060 Galata".

□ The Blue option goes for 51,6 km through protected areas - 16,8 km through
"BG0000133 Kamchiyska and Emenska mountain", through "BG0000151 Aytoska
mountain - 5 km, 29,8 km through "BG00002043 Emine".

□ The Purple option goes for 6,6 km through protected area "BG0000270
Atanasovsko lake".
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After a substantial analysis of the different options with view to reducing the negative
impacts on the local wildlife to minimum, as preferred relatively sparing option is
considered a combination of the green and purple alignment.
Nevertheless the following measures have to be included during the next stages of the
motorway design:

□ increasing the number of large culverts under the motorway in the area of
Kamchia river (Longoze) used by the larger wildlife species for crossing;

□ increasing the length of the bridge over Aheloy river;
□ shifting the location of road junction/ interchange "Kamenar-Pomorie-Black Sea
motorway" outside the boundaries of protected area "Pomoriysko lake";

□ shifting of the purple option further away from protected area "Atansovsko
lake".

Land and soil protection
In accordance with the analysed data, the most suitable option with view to the lands
and soils is a combination of the red (from km 7+902 to km 31+405) and the green route
till the end of the motorway.
A disadvantage of the red route option section to km 31+405 is the relatively big length
of 6 km (km 24+000 ÷ km 30+000), crossing Kamchia river valley, while for comparison
the length of the green option in this zone is twice shorter - 3 km (km 25+000 ÷ km
28+000).
Noise emission
The main source of noise emissions will be traffic along the Black Sea motorway. A
forecast survey on the acoustic environment state was carried out on the basis of the
presented data for the expected traffic during the period from 2010 to 2020. The
motorway has been divided into 5 sections as shown below:

□ section 1 - Priseltsi village - Dolni Chiflik town;
□ section 2 - Dolni Chiflik town - Dyulino village;
□ section 3 - Dyulino village - Tankovo village;
□ section 4 - Tankovo village - Kableshkovo town;
□ section 5 - Kableshkovo town - Vetren village.
Table 4.6.2. Anticipated noise equivalent levels, dBA
Year/ Section

2010

2015

2020

Leq, dBA

Leq, dBA

Leq, dBA

day

night

day

night

day

night

1

67,0

58,0

67,3

58,6

67,9

59,2

2

66,7

58,1

67,3

58,8

67,9

59,3
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3

66,4

57,8

67,0

58,4

67,7

59,0

4

67,0

58,3

67,6

58,9

68,2

59,5

5

66,6

57,9

67,2

58,6

67,8

59,1

From acoustic point of view (least possible noise impact on the populated places along
the Black Sea motorway alignment) the following combination of the different route
options is the most sparing one:

□ to km 12+000 - the green and the red options are equal;
□ from km 12+000 to km 31 +000 - red option;
□ from km 31+000 to km 34+000 - green option;
□ from km 34+000 to km 76+000 - blue option;
□ from km 76+000 till the end of the motorway - green option.
Landscape
Since the project crosses a number of landscapes there are direct impacts from it,
however these are of local nature and limited only to the motorway and road
structures' envelope. Due to this fact the implementation of the project does not cause
major changes in the structure and the functions of the local landscapes.
Especially significant is the impact of the exhausted gases from the passing vehicles on
the biogenic components of the environment and the soils along the motorway.
Currently this type of impact is felt mostly in the settlement landscapes. With the
construction of the Black Sea motorway and the significant reduction of traffic along
the I-9 road there will be substantial change in this respect in the settlement and
agricultural landscapes.
The mitigation of the impacts from the project's implementation and operation on the
agricultural landscapes along the motorway will be achieved through roadside
plantations and motorway landscaping, which will be subject of separate designs after
the approval of the final alignment. The impacts of the project on the agricultural
landscape can be further reduced by changing the type of crops cultivated along the
motorway with industrial ones, which are simultaneously more resistant to chemical
pollution.
From landscape point of view the most suitable of all route options is the green one.
With the exception of the Kurudere valley it leads predominantly along bare and
abandoned terrains.
Cultural and historical heritage monuments
A precise evaluation of the construction impact on the archaeological monuments is
subject of a comprehensive field inspection of the specific routes, updating the
information on the already registered sites, localisation of newly discovered sites and
approximate specification of their nature, once the final alignment is confirmed. The
currently available data is not sufficient for prioritizing any of the proposed route
options.
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Environmental health and sanitary conditions
Compared to the existing class 1 I-9 road Varna - Burgas, the new improved technical
parameters of the motorway alignment will contribute for more fluent and effective
running of the vehicles, which practically eliminates the increase of noise, dust and
toxic chemical emissions. As a whole this will have a positive effect on the environment
and on the health and sanitary conditions in the populated places along which currently
passes the I-9 road, characterized with quite intense traffic of vehicles.
With respect to the health risks, the preferred route option is the green one, since with
its implementation the forecast negative impact of the motorway on the adjacent
population will be relatively small due to the improved technical parameters of the
project. For the majority of the populated places this option is with relatively sparing
location, with the villages Laka, Kosharitsa and Benkovski being the only ones for which
need to be identified additional suitable health protection measures.
The green route option is also the shortest one, which is a positive prerequisite for
minimisation of the health risks, related to noise, dust and gas pollution of the
populated places along the motorway.
4.7

Appropriate assessment

Introduction
The Appropriate assessment (AA) report for Black Sea motorway was elaborated in July
2008. In the document are reviewed the 3 identified route options - green, red and
blue routes, as well as the discussed and approved in 2003 by the Expert technical and
economical council (ETEC) of RIA decision for taking into consideration the standpoint
of the preliminary environmental assessment for shifting the route further away from
protected area "Atanasovsko lake" via the development of a new purple option.
Black Sea motorway crosses the following protected areas:

□ Wild birds protection area BG 0002060 "Galata";
□ Wild birds protection area BG 002045 "Kamchia Complex";
□ Wild birds protection area BG 0002044 "Kamchiyska mountain";
□ Wild birds protection area BG 00002043 "Emine";
□ Habitat protection area of wild plants and wildlife, including wild birds BG
0000270 "Atanasovsko lake";

□ Habitat protection area of wild plants and wildlife BG 0000116 "Kamchia";
□ Habitat protection area of wild plants and wildlife BG 0000133 "Kamchiyska and
Emenska mountain";

□ Habitat protection area of wild plants and wildlife BG 0000574 "Aheloy - Ravda Nessebar";

□ Habitat protection area of wild plants and wildlife BG 0000151 "Aytoska
mountain".
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In the AA report as most favourable option has been determined the green route and
additionally are offered specific recommendations for design of new sections of the
route as shown below:

□ West green dotted line with length 10 km (km 17 - 27);
□ East green dotted line with length 20 km (km 27-47);
□ West dotted line with length 5 km (km 95-100).
Protected area BG 0002060 "Galata"
Protected area "Galata" is located in north-eastern Bulgaria, to the south of the city of
Varna. It occupies the eastern part of Momino Plateau. Its territory is locked between
the Black Sea coastline on the east (the southern part of Varna Bay – residential area
Asparuhovo – Galata cape and Galata residential area – Zmiiski cape and camping site
Rai) and the main road E87 (Varna – Burgas) in the section Bliznatsi – Priseltsi –
Asparuhovo fork on the west. To the north the area borders on the road to Asparuhovo
and the summer residential area. The area covers a limestone plateau, cut by the deep
gorges of several rivers.
The alignment of Black Sea motorway in the section between km 8 and km 9 leads
adjacently to the western part of the protected area, going west of the existing class 1
E-87 road, which serves as western border of the protected area. In this section the
motorway alignment goes parallel to the western border for approximately 600 m.
Protected area BG 002045 "Kamchia Complex"
The Kamchia nature complex is located at about 25 km south of the city of Varna. It
includes the riparian flooded forests (“Bulgarian longoze forests”) around the estuary
and the lower stream of the Kamchia River, a sand strip with vast sand dunes, shrubs
and grasslands, freshwater marshes and marine aquatic area, as well as the adjacent
fishponds.
The green route option crosses "Kamchia Complex" protected area in close vicinity to
the fishponds near Krusha village, which are a key territory for the waterbirds, subject
of protection in the area. After that the alignment crosses riparian longoze forests and
the flooded terrace of Kamchia river.
The red route option crosses "Kamchia Complex" protected area in the western part of
the Kamchia longoze forests (west of the existing class 1 E-87 road), leading parallel to
the river through the longoze forests. After that it crosses the western part of Staro
Oryahovsko pole (part of the former Staro Oryahovo marsh).
Protected area BG 0002044 "Kamchiyska Mountain"
Kamchiyska Mountain forms the northern part of the easternmost share of the Balkan
Mountain. On the east it borders on the Black Sea, on the north the Kamchia river
valley, on the west and north-west it is limited by Luda Kamchia River and on the south
by Dvoinitsa River and the saddle that separates it from Emenska Mountain. Its altitude
is from 0 m at the seashore to 627 m in its western part (Kamenyak peak). The main
habitat is forest, represented by pure oak and beech forests and mixed broadleaved
forests.
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The Black Sea motorway alignment enters "Kamchiyska Mountain" protected area
through Valchev dol gorge, where it goes along the foot of a rock massif complex for
approximately 1,5 km and then it branches into several options.
The blue route option crosses the mountain south of the conventional line Dolni Chiflik
- Solnik - Koznica, passing through forests, undisturbed by any infrastructure or
settlements.
The green route option passes through deciduous forests to the south-west of Rudnik
village, going parallel to the north-east border of protected area "Gorska baraka". After
that it leads through deciduous forests in south-east direction. Upon leaving the slope
the route goes through agricultural lands and then - to the west, parallel to Dvoynitsa
river. After crossing the river east of Priseltsi village the route option exits the
protected area.
Near Rudnik village the red route option diverts to the south, leads east of Yunets and
west of Gospodinovo villages, while crossing protected area "Gorska baraka" from one
end to the other. After Gospodinovo village it leads parallel to Azmakdere - a tributary
to Dvoynitsa river, crosses the river east of Priseltsi village, as well as east of Kurudere
and the location where the tributary enters the river.
Protected area BG 00002043 "Emine"
The area covers the easternmost parts of the Balkan Mountain from the village of
Panitsovo on the west to cape Emine on the east. To the north it reaches the valley of
the Dvoinitsa river and to the south – the villages of Aheloy and Kableshkovo, covering
the northern part of the Burgas bay too.
After crossing Dvoynitsa river the green route option initially leads parallel to the
northern border of "Emine" protected area and south-west of Priseltsi village enters it.
The alignment crosses the protected area from one end to the other and exits to the
south-east of Kabsleshkovo village. Further on it crosses Kurudere gorge and the
pastures on the northern slopes of Emenska mountain and later goes along the gorge of
Karagyolgenska river. The alignment crosses the mountain ridge through a tunnel and
after that descends south of the mountain along the gorge of another river named
Kurudere and enters the valley east of Kosharica village. In the valley it passes through
agricultural lands, some pastures and Osenila forest east of Poroy water dam, then
through the agricultural lands west of Tankovo village till its exit from the protected
area. In this section the route crosses Aheloy river, as well as a system of small rivers
and channels north of Tankovo village.
The red route options enters "Emine" protected area right after it crosses Dvoynitsa
river and initially goes west through pastures and meadows on the northern slopes of
Emenska mountain. Then it leads parallel to Kurudere gorge, turns south along
Haramidere gorge and crosses the mountain ridge through a tunnel east of the green
route option. For the descending from the mountain it converges with the green option,
diverging again to the east after Kosharica village, without crossing Osenila forest, but
passing in close vicinity to the western border of "Kalinata" protected area. Then it
crosses agricultural lands and a system of small rivers and irrigation and drainage
channels east of Tankovo village almost reaching Aheloy town, further on leading west
and exiting the protected area nearly at the same location as the green route option.
After crossing Chobanska river the blue route option goes through the western part of
"Emine" protected area, climbing through pastures and meadows in south-west
direction, almost reaching Kozichino village and then descending south. North of
Golyovitsa village the alignment exits the protected area, then enters it again and goes
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east in the foot of the mountain slopes, passing through agricultural lands, pastures and
meadows. This option converges with the green one at the point where it crosses
Osenila forest.
Protected area BG 0000270 "Atanasovsko Lake"
The motorway alignment (green option) crosses "Atanasovsko lake" protected area in its
northern part near the northern borders of the lake, leading through marshlands, where
the collared pratincole (Glareola pratincola) nests. In the western part of protected
area the route passes through agricultural lands.
On the basis of comprehensive assessment of the impact degree was determined that
the route both of the green and the red options will cause significant negative impacts
on the majority of the waterbird species, subject of conservation in the protected
area, as well as on part of the migratory birds and specifically on the birds of prey. The
impacts are manifested in significant disturbance and water pollution, related to
deterioration of the separate species' food. With respect to the migratory birds and the
nesting birds of prey the negative impacts are related to the fragmentation of their
hunting territories and indirectly to the change in the microclimate as a result of the
cumulative impacts. The most significant negative impacts however which is not in
conformity with the protective area objectives, is the destruction of the marshlands
through the envisaged alignments pass. Their destruction affects mainly the collared
pratincole (Glareola pratincola) and the northern lapwing (Vanellus vanellus), since for
these species the marshlands are the main nesting habitat in this protected area.
Furthermore are affected a large number of birds of the Plover family (Charadriidae),
the glossy ibis (Plegadis falcinellus) and the common spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia)
who regularly feed themselves there, as well as the swans, the geese and the storks,
which use the marshes as a resting place.
A new route option was proposed (green dotted line) in which the alignment is shifted
further from the lake and the adjacent marshlands. With the application of mitigation
measures are fully eliminated the negative impacts related to the destructions of
precious habitats. Since the newly proposed option still remains within the borders of
the protected area it should be noted that it does affect the pastures and the
cultivated lands, functioning as hunting territories for the migratory birds, as well as
for soaring locations. In this case and with application of suitable mitigation measures,
the negative impacts from the alignment are significantly less than those from the
green and red options.
Protected area BG 0000151 "Aytoska mountain"
The motorway crosses the northern end of the protected area only in the green route
option. The alignment passes through the easternmost part of the area between Cherno
More and Laka villages, crossing a valley with salt meadows and cultivated lands. After
Laka village the route crosses a low ridge, subject of intensive gardening in the past,
now derelict. The motorway will not affect any habitats and species subject of
conservation and protection, since these are outside of its impact scope.
Protected area BG 0000574 "Aheloy - Ravda - Nessebar"
The motorway crosses the northern end of the protected area in two route options the green and the red one. Both alignments cross Aheloy river, the riparian gallery
forests and the grassland habitats between the river and the agricultural fields - all of
them included in the protected area shaped like a narrow strip. The motorway affects
approximately 0,6% of the protected area, which is also the approximate percentage of
impact with respect to the area of the affected habitats.
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Biocorridor between BG 0000133 "Kamchiyska and Emenska mountains" and BG
0001004 "Emine-Irakli"
The motorway crosses the migration route. Of the three alignment options the
measures for mitigation of the negative impacts are most effective in the green and red
options and these should be chosen over the blue one. Their main advantage is the
construction of a tunnel in the high woodland part of the mountains.
Near Priseltsi village is prioritised the green route option, which protects to a larger
extent the small Kurudere river with its riparian vegetation with code 91F0 (riparian
forest galleries consisting of white willow (salix alba), narrow-leafed ash (Fraxinus
angustifolia), elm (Ulmus campestris L) and smilaxes (Smilax excelsa), the river is a
karst spring one) - an important "stepping stone" corridor for the otter (lutra lutra).
Protected area BG 0000133 "Kamchiyska and Emenska mountains"
Three route options pass through the protected area: blue, green and red. For the
purpose of avoiding and mitigation of the negative impacts is proposed a new option
between Rudnik and Detelina villages - green dotted line, which is assessed in the
document in combination with the green option between Dvoynitsa river and Rudnik
village.
Protected area BG 0000116 "Kamchia"
Two route options pass through the protected area: green and red. For the purpose of
avoiding and mitigation of the significant negative impacts have been reviewed 3
additional alignments, and two of them have been included in the assessment as
western and eastern green dotted line.
The western green dotted line avoids the majority of the negative impacts and crosses
the protected area near Pchelnik and Venelin villages. This option may be related to
the construction of a western exit from Varna, which would require an assessment of
the cumulative effects on other protected areas.
The eastern green dotted line leads west of Krusha village, protecting this way the
fishpond at the eastern part of the village from negative impacts.
4.8

Geological conditions

An engineering geological report was prepared as part of the feasibility study
developed in 2002. The following three main route options have been surveyed:

□ "green"

-

□ "red" □ "blue"

from km 7+902 to km 102+692;
from km 7+902 to km 88+581;

-

from km 29+700 to km 77+612.

Within the scope of the field works was carried out an engineering geological survey
along the route options in order to be described the relevant morphologic and tectonic
structures, the physical and geological phenomena and processes, as well as the
hydrographic network. Additionally have been collected and studied the following data
and documents: the data available in the public records on previously undertaken
engineering and geological surveys in the settlements' area, topographic maps in 1:25
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000 and 1:5 000 scale, public record documents of the Geological institute of the
Bulgarian Academy of Science (BAS) with geological map of Bulgaria in 1:100 000 scale.
As a result was produced a report on the morphological structure, the tectonics, the
stratigraphy, the lithology, the physical and geological phenomena and the
hydrogeology within land strips with width from 500 to 2000 m for all three route
options. The report offers comprehensive engineering and geological descriptions of the
different alignments divided into sections, on the geomorphological structures,
hydrographic network with rivers and tributaries, lithological structure of the soils, etc.
The local tectonic conditions have been comprehensively investigated and there is no
data on current tectonic activity. Based on the available seismic division of the
country, these territories are with seismicity degree VII according to Medvedev–
Sponheuer–Karnik scale, with seismicity coefficient Кs=0,10.
In the investigated areas there is a well-developed hydrographic network with
satisfactory water drainage capacity. The investigated groundwaters are unconfined
and with relatively constant regime. The following physical and geological phenomena
and process were observed: erosion of some steep slopes; loess soils in the area of
Hadjiyska and Aheloy rivers with possible hazard of loess collapsibility. In localised
areas around the northern tunnel portals of the green and red route options have been
identified landslide and landfall processes. For the same reasons the route of the red
option in the area of Dolni Chiflik village was shifted.
The existence of fault zones has been mention, but no such zones have been
investigated and respectively described.
The engineering and geological conditions in the areas of the envisaged engineering
structures (tunnels, bridges) and of the major excavations (cuts) are comprehensively
presented in the report, with the following documents being also enclosed:

□ Tables of the engineering structures, separately for each route option, including

lithological descriptions, soil classification and recommendations for foundation
laying;

□ Tables of the excavations (cuts), separately for each route option, also including
soil classification.

In the report are also included possible borrow pits and quarries for loose construction
materials. A comparative analysis from engineering and geological point of view is
performed for the route options. The conclusions are that the geological conditions are
similar for all three options, due to which they won't be considered a decisive factor
during the selection of a final alignment.
In the report are also enclosed geological maps in 1:25 000 scale with indicated route
options and summarized data from the surveys.
4.9

Conclusions

The available studies and investigations provide a good basis for further analysis and
justification of the project. The investment costs assessment was carried out using
modern methods and metrics and may be used for the purposes of comparison of the
different options and with some modification also for the final financial and economical
analysis.
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The available data with view to the project's environmental impact may be used for the
purposes of comparison of the different options, as well as for the elaboration of the
definitive EIA and Appropriate assessment. Finally, the recommendations for the
additional route options - purple and green dotted lines - should be taken into
consideration.
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5

Traffic forecast
5.1

Model description

Bulgarian General Transport Master Plan
The traffic forecast for the project was elaborated in 2011 using a multi-modal
transportation model of the country, originally developed for the purposes of the
Bulgarian General Transport Master Plan. The Ministry of Transport, Informational
Technology and Communications assigned the task for preparation of the plan to Faber
Maunsell company (AECOM) and the plan was produced in 2008-2009. In 2010 the
Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works assigned to company AECOM the
task of updating the model and elaboration of a traffic forecast, CBA and an application
form for funding of the construction of Black Sea motorway.
The main project objectives for elaboration of the Bulgarian General Transport Master
Plan were the creation of a strategic traffic database, a transport model and multimodal surveys for identification of projects in the Bulgarian transport sector. This
database should be used for the purposes of investment design in middle- and longterm planning - predominantly from Operational Programme Transport point of view. In
the project structure is also included the anticipation of another key output - provision
of a possibility for preparation of forecasts of the traffic parameters of large
investment projects, intended for funding under Operational Programme Transport.
A key factor for achieving the above-mentioned objectives is the inclusion of all types
of transport, taking into consideration their relative advantages, as well as their
harmonisation. The tasks and the objectives of the project should also be harmonized
with the larger European and Bulgarian transport policy context.
Main activities
The main activities of the Bulgarian General Transport Master Plan project were as
follows:

□ development of a Transport model of the country;
□ analysis of the existing transport infrastructure and the deficiencies that have
to be overcome;

□ analysis of the future demand for transport services and the expected future
deficiencies, which have to be overcome;

□ identification of alternatives for development of the transport infrastructure;
□ development of a framework for evaluation of the different project;
□ strategic environmental assessment;
□ identification of strategies for asset maintenance, for implementation and

funding, monitoring and evaluation, as well as for development of the human
resources.
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A key factor for the survey implementation is the development of a multi-modal
transportation model of the country. The model should provide a clear picture of the
current demand and supply of transport services in Bulgaria, as well as should allow the
identification of these parameters in different development scenarios.
Requirements to the model
Depending on the type of vehicle in the model have been included the following types
of passenger and freight traffic:

□ vehicle (cars and motorcycles);
□ vehicle (commercial goods vehicles);
□ vehicle (buses);
□ railway;
□ air; and
□ sea and inland water transport.
Based on the origins and destinations of the journeys the model covers:

□ journeys within Bulgaria;
□ international journeys with an origin or destination in Bulgaria; and
□ transit journeys.
The model should be able to test the impact of relatively large-scale changes and
improvements to the infrastructure. Comprehensive presentation of the traffic within
the small towns and big cities is not required; however an evaluation and a model
should be available for the country areas of Bulgaria and for the international
passengers' traffic to and from Bulgaria for all types of transport.
The model has to be able to provide a precise estimation of the current demand and
the available infrastructure (in this case for the initial year), with the purpose of
forecasting possible changes in the future models of the demand, as well as for
predicting the impacts and the benefits from proposed transport schemes.
Summary of the traffic model
Models for forecasting all types of transport, taking into consideration the economic
and demographic changes, as well as the changes in competitive power of each type of
transport have been developed. The models include links between the economic and
demographic changes and the overall transport demand. They have been designed in
such a way so that they are able to simulate the following impacts:

□ choice of destination (or ports of entry and exit for international journeys);
□ choice of type of transport;
□ choice of journey route;
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□ changes in the transport infrastructure network;
□ changes in the public transport services; and
□ scenarios with introduction of road or public transport taxes, as well as with
changes in the tax system.

The models also have to include mechanisms allowing the reduction of the number of
journeys, if the transport conditions are deteriorating and the opposite scenario increase of the number of journeys, if the transport conditions are improved.
The initial year is 2008 and the model has been designed in such a way so that it can
simulate with the necessary accuracy the current demand for transport services.
Modelling approach
The first step is a large-scale data accumulation, including new questionnaires
regarding the journey's origins and destinations, as well as collection of publicly
available social and economic information.
The developed multi-modal transportation model has two major components - the
passenger transport and the freight transport model. The passenger transport model is
created on the basis of the popular transport modelling and planning software ЕММЕ/3.
The model includes passenger journeys (cars, trains, buses and ferryboats) within
Bulgaria, international journeys with an origin or destination in Bulgaria and transit
journeys. Additionally have been developed table models for analysis and forecasting
passenger transport on water and by air. For the freight transport modelling with
different types of transport (vehicle, railway, water and air) have been developed table
models for national and international freight transport (import, export and transit).
Besides the initial (base case) scenario for 2008 have been produced annual models for
the years 2015 and 2030.
The model allows examination of the transport demand and supply, taking in to account
the economic and demographic changes, as well as the changes in the transport
infrastructure.
The demand for transport services is determined by the number of people who want to
travel, as well as by the origins and destinations of the journeys. The demand
assessment includes evaluation of the purpose of the journey (workplace, business trip,
holiday, etc.), which assists the identification of their possible solutions.
The supply of transport services is determined by the type and the capacity of the
available types of transport, i.e. has to be determined what type of transport is
available for the passengers to use. For the purpose has been created a complete
model of the roads network, including data on traffic capacity, road quality and
distances, as well as a comprehensive list of the public transport timetables.
In order to be able to provide forecasts for the future state of the transport system
(i.e. the balance between demand and supply of transport services) it is necessary to
be developed a model of the decision making process for undertaking a journey. This
requires two stages:

□ creation of specific models of the different types of transport, which determine
the travel routes; and
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□ behaviour models, determining the way passengers decide to use a certain type
of transport vehicle (car, bus, train, etc.).

Another key moment is the forecast of the social and economic factors, which have
impact on the demand for transport services in time. It requires:

□ growth model, predicting the possible changes in the models and in the demand

level in time, based on the changes in the economy, the population and the land
utilisation; and

□ model for the possession of personal cars, which predicts the changes in the
possession of personal cars in time.

The railway, air and water freight transports have been examined separately by means
of individual models, organised as pivot tables. The freight transport model has been
developed for the simulation of transport of goods using different types of transport
(vehicle, railway, water and air) and covers the national and international demand for
freight transport, with the international being divided into import, export and transit.
The passenger and freight transportation models are linked on one side by the common
database, and also:

□ the generated by the model of the roads network data for the initial year for
the HGVs, the journeys' matrix and the journeys' costs are used as input data for
the initial year of the freight transportation model; and

□ the anticipated growth in the demand for HGV transport, calculated with the
freight transportation model, is used as input data in the passenger
transportation model, so that the impact from the number of HGVs on the
journey time and on the choice of travel routes is reflected in it.

Parameters of the model
The first important step for the development of a transportation model is the
determination of the number of transport zones and their choice. Since the main focus
of the project is modelling the long-distance intra-urban journeys, the inclusion of the
small towns and the country areas is a necessity. For the model was adopted the
division of the zones on municipality principle and Sofia has been divided into 8
transport zones.
On the following figure are shown the transport zones adopted for the division of the
country:
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Figure 5. Transport zones on the territory of Bulgaria.

In most cases each municipality is presented as a separate zone and Sofia is divided
into 8 smaller zones. The international journeys have been determined on the basis of
other countries, included in the model as separate zones.
The total number of the zones is 314. In the table below is presented their distribution:
Table. Zone distribution in the model
Region

Number of zones

Sofia

9

South-west (without Sofia)

51

North-west

32

South-central

68

North-central

41

South-east

22

North-east

49

Total number of zones within Bulgaria

272

International

42

Total number of international zones

42

Total number of zones in the model

314

In the passenger transportation model have been examined three different types of
transport:
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□ personal cars;
□ inter-urban busses;
□ railway transport.
The air transport has not been included due to the fact that there are only two public
regular air destinations (Sofia-Varna and Sofia-Burgas) and their share in the demand
for transport services is very small. With respect to the small percentage of journeys,
the demand for air transport will not be possible to be properly presented in the model
for choice of transport; therefore a better evaluation will be achieved if the air
transport is examined separately from the other types of transport and outside of the
main transportation model. Trams, taxis and intra-city bus services also are not
included, because they operate on way too short distances, thus remaining outside of
the model's scope. Water transport is excluded too. Since it is mainly related to the
transportation of goods it's better to be examined separately, with application of the
specific processes and methods, related to the freight transport.
For the purposes of the model has been adopted simulation of the traffic for the twelve
hours between 07:00 and 19:00 during a regular workday, due to the fact 72% of the
overall traffic is registered during this period of the day.
The journeys have been divided into six groups with view to their purpose and the
availability of a car for the journey:

□ travelling every day from the suburbs to the workplace, having a car at their
disposal;

□ business trips, having a car at their disposal;
□ travelling in the leisure time, having a car at their disposal;
□ travelling every day from the suburbs to the workplace, without a car at their
disposal;

□ business trips, without a car at their disposal; and
□ travelling in the leisure time, without a car at their disposal.
A separate model of the demand for transport services was developed for each of the
above-mentioned groups.
The traffic volumes of HGVs are presented in the model as part of the model for vehicle
transport. This allows determination of the consequences, resulting from traffic jams or
changes in the infrastructure, on the freight transport costs.
The international transport of passengers is included in the model as external factor.
The international transport of goods (import, export, transit), the air and water
transport, are examined separately in individual models, based on pivot tables.
Data sources
For the development of a fully functional model is required a comprehensive capturing
of the existing situation, i.e. the base case scenario. To certain degree this may be
achieved with the currently available information, but some additional and more
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substantial surveys will also have to be carried out. Some of them have already been
performed:

□ roadside interview surveys (RIS) and traffic counting at 41 sites on main
Bulgarian roads, as well as traffic counting at 26 more sites (in this figure are
included all roads, crossing the state borders);

□ interviews with passengers and counting of the departing and arriving
passengers at six major intra-urban bus stations;

□ interviews with passengers and counting of the departing and arriving
passengers at six major railway stations.

Origin-destination matrices
An important stage in the model development is the determination of the pairs "origindestination" for the separate transport zones during the initial year. The journeys are
divided into groups, depending on the type of transport and the journey purposes,
which resulted in the establishing of 16 matrices.
As a first step is analyzed the data from the RIS, for the purpose of establishing a
"veritable data matrix", containing only the journeys of the actually interviewed
passengers.
Each interviewed person was inquired on the origin and destination, as well as the on
the purpose of the journey. The data from the survey (approximately 30 000 logs) is
automatically transferred into a matrix, while simultaneously is checked the adequacy
of the collected data. If for example, at a RIS at the exit of Sofia has been recorded
data, claiming that the vehicle is travelling from Varna to Burgas, such data is
considered unlikely and the log is ignored. The percentage of such logs from the total
amount is pretty insignificant.
Due to the fact the interviewed passengers are only a small part of the passing by
vehicles, their outputs have to be expanded on the basis of the simultaneously carried
out observations of the total number of passing vehicles.
Since the passengers ultimately return to the journey origin (except in very rare
occasions), it may be assumed that within the day the traffic in both directions is
equal. Applying this logic the journey origins and destinations are exchanged and the
matrix is supplemented with the extrapolated counted journeys in the opposite
direction.
In the end are analysed the locations, where no interviews were taken, but only traffic
counting data was collected. Normally these are the places where the traffic level is
relatively low and there is little risk for the data and model quality from not carrying
out full interviews. In this case the outputs from the traffic counting are used for
expansion of the interview logs from a nearby road site with the same destination; it is
assumed that the demand allocation on two relatively close parallel roads is probably
the same.
The achieved in this manner expanded matrix of the actual data still doesn't include
the whole road traffic. The RIS locations are chosen in such a way so that Bulgaria is
divided into twelve sectors and a large part of the traffic, crossing at least one sector's
border is covered: i.e. all major roads crossing a given sector. Taking into consideration
the model scale (the whole country) it is not possible to examine every road, but the
choice of the survey locations guarantees that large part of the traffic, crossing a
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sector's border (which of course includes a large part of the long-distance traffic) is
covered.
Having in mind the division of the country into sections, the first step in the expanded
actual data matrix processing is elimination of double counting. For example, the
journey from Sofia to Burgas crosses four sector borders and that means that it is
examined four times (once for every crossed border). Therefore the number of all
"origin-destination" pairs is divided by the number of the crossed sector borders. Thus is
achieved a revised actual data matrix, presenting an accurate estimation of the whole
traffic along a given Bulgarian road between each two sectors.
The objective however is to obtain the traffic within the borders of one sector. For the
purpose was developed a synthetic model of the demand for transport services.
Additionally a gravity model was used for determination of the correspondences
between each two random origins and destinations. The gravity model parameters are
calibrated on the basis of the expanded matrix of counted journeys.
For improving the matrix's accuracy has been used the matrix estimation method. It
allows the matrix to be modified in such a way, so that after the elaboration of a
traffic model, the outputs are corresponding to the carried out traffic counting results.
The achieved improvement of the accuracy, measured as R2, is from 0,794 to 0,965 and
the standard deviation drops from 1 510 to 623.
Network model
The connections in the network model have been converted from a GIS basemap,
obtained from GfK GeoMarketing and compared with Administrative Atlas: Republic of
Bulgaria, 2007. The final output is a road network model with 3 246 junctions and 7 604
connections.
Figure 6. Road network model.
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Since the development of the General Master Plan affects the territory of the whole
country, not all small municipalities have been comprehensively examined, but the
model is constructed with a sufficient degree of detail which will allow elaboration of
traffic forecasts for larger projects.
The objective was provision of access of the transport users to the road network, as
well as effective correspondence between the matrix of the "origin-destination"
demand and the network. This has been achieved with central connections, linking
each sector with a certain spot of the road network.
The main principle for their creation is the linking of each sector with a certain spot of
the road network, with this spot being the biggest populated place in the sector. In
some occasions was deemed necessary the creation of one or more additional
connections; this is mainly required when in certain sector there are more than one
parallel main roads without connections between them.
For the modelling of the international journeys was used a model of the main roads
network of Europe and some parts of Asia.
Figure 7. Model of the main roads network of Europe and some parts of Asia.

The model was developed to demonstrate the vehicles' traffic speed along the existing
transport connections. More specifically, the traffic speed in the model has to reflect
the impact of the increasing traffic volumes along this connection.
The date for the journey time has been collected for the generation and calibration of
suitable speed flow curvelines for the Bulgarian roads. This is a survey along all major
routes between Sofia, Burgas, Varna, Plovdiv, Rousse and Vidin, as well as along a small
number of shorter routes on secondary main roads, with registering of the journey
times between the origins and destinations.
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The classification of the roads used in the model corresponds to the classification of
the national road network. The classification of the connections was specifically
checked for the purpose of verifying their correspondence with the actual road
parameters. Some of the connections were included in a lower class in comparison to
the available national classification, which is a reflection of their actual condition.
For the achievement of accurate journey times was used traffic speed curveline,
specifically calibrated for Bulgaria on the basis of measurements of actual journey
times. Roads from classes І, ІІ and ІІІ are basically carriageways with one lane in each
direction. The motorways have two lanes and a shoulder. A small number of class I
roads have more than one lane in each direction in certain sections, and may be with or
without a central reserve.
Calibration and Validation
The procedures for calibration and validation of the model and ensuring its accuracy
were subject of special attention.
The behaviour models require sensibility parameters, reflecting the passengers'
sensibility to changes in the transport costs. They are determined on the basis of
preferences analysis. This analysis includes examination of the main road matrices and
road costs, related to the passengers' movement, as well as determination of
passengers' sensibility to the transport costs.
Below is described the procedure on the basis of which is chosen the relevant type of
transport:

□ For each sector of the matrix - the general demand generated in this sector and

the average total cost of a journey, are derived from the model, separately for
each type of transport;

□ A similar function to the one described in the previous paragraph is applied to

the costs in order to be derived the demand per each type of transport. This
function is with two parameters - sensibility parameter and a constant for the
transport type;

□ The sensibility parameter and the constant for the transport type are adjusted

to provide the best possible correspondence between the actual data matrix of
the demand and the data for the demand, obtained via the above-mentioned
process.

eλ (C I + K )
DO = ∑ DI
∑ eλ (C I + K )

, where

DO

is the resulting value of the demand

DI

is the input data for the reference demand

CI

are the summarised costs
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λ is the sensibility parameter

K

is the constant; it is not required by the model, but is included as a second
parameter.
In order to be observed the calibration principle, each quantity is verified only through
other quantities, which have not been used for its calculation and also has been
checked-up the accuracy of the traffic observations, carried out by Central Roads and
Bridges Laboratory (CRBL). On the figure below is shown a comparison between the
modelled traffic volumes and the AADT data from CRBL observations:
Figure 8. Comparison between the modelled traffic volumes and the CRBL
observations.

Other parameters of the model as journey time, travelled distances, volume of the
intra-sector correspondences, etc., have also been verified.
Demand growth factors
The main factors which have impact on the demand for transport services are follows:

□ economic growth – changes in the GDP per capita;
□ changes in the population numbers as well as in the employment percentage;
□ motorisation rate (cars per 1 000 inhabitants);
□ time value;
□ journey costs (and their change, related to changes in the fuel price, ticket
price, etc.).
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The initial value of the demand before taking into account the limitations in the supply
is determined by the population numbers and the motorisation rate. The assumption is
that the number of journeys per capita is directly proportional to the number of
inhabitants and the number of available cars.
The total number of passenger-kilometres for the transport system is determined using
EU statistical data, modified with the Bulgarian GDP.
5.2

Outputs

Route
The design route is divided into five sectors:
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General traffic
Tables 5.2.1 - 5.2.5 summarize the traffic flows, speed and composition for Black Sea
motorway for the initial 2008 and for three forecast years (2020, 2030 and 2040), for
both scenarios - "with the project" and "without the project".
Table 5.2.1 - Traffic flows for the Black Sea motorway for the initial year and for
three forecast years, for both scenarios - "with the project" and "without the
project"

Black Sea motorway

Existing road

itriangular
point

jtriangular
point

Total traffic flow in both directions for 24 hours AADT/ average annual daily
traffic (vehicles)
2008

2020

2030

2040

Initial

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

11 308

11 309

3 774

7 031

0

7 943

0

8 085

0

11 309

11 310

3 774

7 031

0

7 943

0

8 085

0

11 310

11 311

3 774

7 031

0

7 943

0

8 085

0

11 311

11 312

3 442

6 467

0

7 314

0

7 436

0

11 312

11 313

3 442

6 467

0

7 314

0

7 436

0

11 313

11 314

3 442

6 467

1 363

7 314

1 563

7 436

1 485

11 314

11 315

3 442

6 467

1 363

7 314

1 563

7 436

1 485

11 315

11 316

2 759

5 454

2

6 138

0

6 345

0

11 316

11 317

2 759

5 454

2

6 138

0

6 345

0

11 317

11 318

2 759

5 454

2

6 138

0

6 345

0

11 318

11 319

2 759

5 454

2

6 138

0

6 345

0

11 319

11 320

5 775

10 739

3 873

12 137

4 314

12 662

4 325

11 320

11 321

5 775

10 739

3 873

12 137

4 314

12 662

4 325

11 321

10 896

5 775

10 739

3 873

12 137

4 314

12 662

4 325

10 896

11 341

4 539

10 538

3 873

11 936

4 314

12 455

4 325

11 341

11 340

4 539

10 538

3 873

11 936

4 314

12 455

4 325

11 340

11 339

11 419

20 881

13 433

23 469

14 927

24 517

15 352

11 339

11 338

11 419

20 881

13 433

23 469

14 927

24 517

15 352

11 338

10 059

11 419

20 881

13 882

23 469

14 927

24 517

15 352

11 308

12 722

1 602

19 539

21 936

12 722

11 313

16 115

1 949

21 981

11 313

17 302

15 069

18 284

20 862

17 302

17 306

15 069

18 284

20 862

17 306

17 303

15 069

18 284

20 862

17 303

12 811

15 069

18 284

20 862

12 811

17 301

15 296

19 193

22 193

17 301

17 300

15 296

19 193

22 193

17 300

10 061

15 296

19 193

22 193

10 061

10 060

34 439

40 211

43 474

10 060

10 059

35 047

40 842

44 095
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The data from table 5.2.1 shows that without the motorway, the forecast average
annual daily traffic (AADT) of passing vehicles along the existing route of I-9 road in
2020 is expected to be 9 700. The anticipation is that with the implementation of the
project this number of vehicles will be reduced to 3 300, with approximately 18 900
vehicles using the Black Sea motorway.
Table 5.2.2 - Traffic speed for the Black Sea motorway for the initial year and for
three forecast years, for both scenarios - "with the project" and "without the
project"

Black Sea motorway

Existing road

itriangular
point

jtriangular
point

Traffic speed (km/h)
2008

2020

2030

2040

Initial

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

11 308

11 309

77

76

76

76

76

76

76

11 309

11 310

77

76

76

76

76

76

76

11 310

11 311

77

76

76

76

76

76

76

11 311

11 312

77

76

76

76

76

76

76

11 312

11 313

77

76

76

76

76

76

76

11 313

11 314

77

76

78

76

78

76

78

11 314

11 315

77

76

78

76

78

76

78

11 315

11 316

52

47

52

44

44

44

44

11 316

11 317

52

47

52

44

44

44

44

11 317

11 318

52

47

52

44

44

44

44

11 318

11 319

53

52

55

52

52

51

51

11 319

11 320

51

49

53

48

52

48

52

11 320

11 321

51

49

53

48

52

48

52

11 321

10 896

51

49

53

48

52

48

52

10 896

11 341

76

75

77

74

77

74

77

11 341

11 340

76

75

77

74

77

74

77

11 340

11 339

73

71

73

69

72

69

72

11 339

11 338

106

105

106

104

106

104

106

11 338

10 059

106

105

106

104

106

104

106

11 308

12 722

106

105

105

12 722

11 313

106

105

105

11 313

17 302

106

106

105

17 302

17 306

106

106

105

17 306

17 303

77

77

76

17 303

12 811

106

106

105

12 811

17 301

107

106

105

17 301

17 300

107

106

105

17 300

10 061

107

106

105

10 061

10 060

72

71

71

10 060

10 059

72

71

71

75

Traffic composition
The tables from 5.2.3 to 5.2.5 show data regarding the traffic composition for the
initial year and for the three forecast years, for both scenarios - with and without the
project.
Table 5.2.3 - Traffic composition (cars) for the Black Sea motorway for the initial
year and for three forecast years, for both scenarios - "with the project" and
"without the project"

Black Sea motorway

Existing road

Traffic composition (% cars)
itriangular
point

jtriangular
point

Initial

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

11 308

11 309

56%

64%

0%

64%

0%

67%

0%

11 309

11 310

56%

64%

0%

64%

0%

67%

0%

11 310

11 311

56%

64%

0%

64%

0%

67%

0%

11 311

11 312

54%

62%

0%

63%

0%

66%

0%

11 312

11 313

54%

62%

0%

63%

0%

66%

0%

11 313

11 314

54%

62%

41%

63%

40%

66%

45%

11 314

11 315

54%

62%

41%

63%

40%

66%

45%

11 315

11 316

60%

68%

0%

69%

0%

71%

0%

11 316

11 317

60%

68%

0%

69%

0%

71%

0%

11 317

11 318

60%

68%

0%

69%

0%

71%

0%

11 318

11 319

60%

68%

0%

69%

0%

71%

0%

11 319

11 320

65%

71%

55%

72%

53%

74%

54%

11 320

11 321

65%

71%

55%

72%

53%

74%

54%

11 321

10 896

65%

71%

55%

72%

53%

74%

54%

10 896

11 341

62%

71%

55%

72%

53%

74%

54%

11 341

11 340

62%

71%

55%

72%

53%

74%

54%

11 340

11 339

61%

66%

61%

66%

59%

66%

59%

11 339

11 338

61%

66%

61%

66%

59%

66%

59%

11 338

10 059

61%

66%

59%

66%

59%

66%

11 308

12 722

80%

81%

84%

12 722

11 313

78%

79%

82%

11 313

17 302

81%

82%

84%

17 302

17 306

81%

82%

84%

17 306

17 303

81%

82%

84%

17 303

12 811

81%

82%

84%

12 811

17 301

89%

87%

88%

17 301

17 300

89%

87%

88%

17 300

10 061

89%

87%

88%

10 061

10 060

77%

77%

79%

10 060

10 059

77%

77%

79%

2008

2020

2030

76

2040

59%

Table 5.2.4 - Traffic composition (light commercial vehicles) for the Black Sea
motorway for the initial year and for three forecast years, for both scenarios - "with
the project" and "without the project"

Black Sea motorway

Existing road

itriangular
point

jtriangular
point

Traffic composition ( % light commercial vehicles)
2008

2020

2030

2040

Initial

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

11 308

11 309

7%

5%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 309

11 310

7%

5%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 310

11 311

7%

5%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 311

11 312

7%

5%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 312

11 313

7%

5%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 313

11 314

7%

5%

3%

5%

2%

5%

2%

11 314

11 315

7%

5%

3%

5%

2%

5%

2%

11 315

11 316

8%

6%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 316

11 317

8%

6%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 317

11 318

8%

6%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 318

11 319

8%

6%

0%

5%

0%

5%

0%

11 319

11 320

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

11 320

11 321

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

11 321

10 896

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

10 896

11 341

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

11 341

11 340

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

11 340

11 339

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

11 339

11 338

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

11 338

10 059

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

11 308

12 722

3%

3%

2%

12 722

11 313

3%

2%

2%

11 313

17 302

3%

3%

2%

17 302

17 306

3%

3%

2%

17 306

17 303

3%

3%

2%

17 303

12 811

3%

3%

2%

12 811

17 301

3%

2%

2%

17 301

17 300

3%

2%

2%

17 300

10 061

3%

2%

2%

10 061

10 060

3%

3%

3%

10 060

10 059

3%

3%

3%
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Table 5.2.5 - Traffic composition (buses) for the Black Sea motorway for the initial
year and for three forecast years, for both scenarios - "with the project" and
"without the project"

Black Sea motorway

Existing road

itriangular
point

jtriangular
point

Traffic composition (% buses)
2008

2020

2030

2040

Initial

"without
the
project"

"with the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

"without
the
project"

"with
the
project"

11 308

11 309

15%

12%

0%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 309

11 310

15%

12%

0%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 310

11 311

15%

12%

0%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 311

11 312

15%

12%

0%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 312

11 313

15%

12%

0%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 313

11 314

15%

12%

8%

10%

7%

8%

6%

11 314

11 315

15%

12%

8%

10%

7%

8%

6%

11 315

11 316

15%

12%

69%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 316

11 317

15%

12%

69%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 317

11 318

15%

12%

69%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 318

11 319

15%

12%

69%

10%

0%

8%

0%

11 319

11 320

9%

7%

4%

6%

3%

5%

3%

11 320

11 321

9%

7%

4%

6%

3%

5%

3%

11 321

10 896

9%

7%

4%

6%

3%

5%

3%

10 896

11 341

7%

7%

4%

6%

3%

5%

3%

11 341

11 340

7%

7%

4%

6%

3%

5%

3%

11 340

11 339

4%

4%

2%

4%

2%

3%

2%

11 339

11 338

4%

4%

2%

4%

2%

3%

2%

11 338

10 059

4%

4%

3%

4%

2%

3%

2%

11 308

12 722

6%

5%

4%

12 722

11 313

7%

6%

5%

11 313

17 302

7%

6%

5%

17 302

17 306

7%

6%

5%

17 306

17 303

7%

6%

5%

17 303

12 811

7%

6%

5%

12 811

17 301

4%

4%

3%

17 301

17 300

4%

4%

3%

17 300

10 061

4%

4%

3%

10 061

10 060

6%

5%

4%

10 060

10 059

6%

5%

4%
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Evaluation of the transit traffic along the Black Sea motorway for both scenarios "with the project" and "without the project"
Table 5.2.7 - Transit traffic along Sector 1 of the Black Sea motorway
Year

"Without the project"

"With the project"

Existing road

Existing road

New motorway

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

2020

89

166

0

0

133

170

2030

96

240

0

0

144

255

2040

99

311

0

0

152

333

Table 5.2.8 - Transit traffic along Sector 2 of the Black Sea motorway
Year

"Without the project"

"With the project"

Existing road

Existing road

New motorway

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

2020

89

166

0

0

222

187

2030

96

240

0

0

240

276

2040

99

311

0

0

252

359

Table 5.2.9 - Transit traffic along Sector 3 of the Black Sea motorway
Year

"Without the project"

"With the project"

Existing road

Existing road

New motorway

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

2020

89

166

2

0

220

187

2030

96

240

2

0

238

276

2040

99

311

3

0

250

359

Table 5.2.10 - Transit traffic along Sector 4 of the Black Sea motorway
Year

"Without the project"

"With the project"

Existing road

Existing road

New motorway

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

cars

HGVs

2020

91

166

0

0

147

48

2030

99

240

0

0

159

276

2040

101

311

0

0

167

359

Table 5.2.11 - Transit traffic along Sector 5 of the Black Sea motorway
Year

"Without the project"

"With the project"

Existing road
cars

HGVs

Existing road
cars

HGVs

79

New motorway
cars

HGVs

2020

91

166

0

0

147

48

2030

99

240

0

0

159

276

2040

101

311

0

0

167

359

Tables 5.2.7 - 5.2.11 show that in the northern part of the route the transit car traffic
will be increased with approximately 150% in the scenario "with the project". In the
southern part of motorway the increase is around 63%. The freight traffic will be
increased with 15%. The motorway will continue to attract a constantly increasing
number of transit journeys in time.
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6

Comparison of the different alternatives and options
6.1

Multi-criteria evaluation framework

The identification and comparison of the different investment alternatives has a key
role during the preparation process of infrastructure projects. Of great significance is
the definition of a comprehensive set of alternatives for realisation of the project's
objectives already at the stage of developing the project idea. Due to the fact that for
the achievement of certain objectives may exist completely different investment
alternatives, their fair comparison and prioritisation could be a complicated task.
In this feasibility study has been applied the multi-criteria analysis (MCA) method,
developed by NCSIP on the basis of the outputs from the studies and surveys, carried
out by Faber Maunsell/ AECOM during the elaboration of the Bulgarian General
Transport Master Plan and the following evaluations of specific projects.
6.2

Project alternatives

Introduction
There are four alternatives for the achievement of the project objectives:

□ the "Do-Nothing" alternative;
□ the "Do-Minimum" alternative (improvement of the existing road);
□ project alternative with the implementation of a motorway;
□ project alternative with the implementation of a dual carriageway.
All project alternatives are reviewed in detail in the following paragraphs.
"Do-Nothing" alternative
The "Do-Nothing" alternative is the base case alternative during the analysis of any
project. It is used for comparison of the project evaluation criteria - transport,
economic, social, environmental and other, in the cases "with" and "without" project
implementation. In this alternative some factors are viewed as positive, for example
the "capital costs", since no investment is required; many other factors however impact
negatively the evaluation, because there is no improvement and development of the
transport parameters, the existing transport and economical indicators are worse and
there are negative social and environmental impacts.
From environmental point of view the existing road is without bypass sections in the
settlement areas, which leads to deterioration of the environmental conditions in the
populated places. Keeping the existing situation means overburdening the road with
heavy traffic and all the negative impacts from it - harmful substance emissions - СО2;
noise, etc.
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Alternative A - "Do-Nothing"
Route length (existing road I-9)

115,5 km

Structure gauge (road width)

10 m

Average traffic speed

52 km/h

AADT (2020)

from 7 031 to 20 881

Annual number of transport accidents

709

Annual maintenance costs

€ 273 700

Investment costs, without VAT

0

Note: The data for average traffic speed, traffic volume and maintenance costs are
taken from the traffic forecast, developed by АЕCОМ in 2011.
"Do-Minimum" alternative
This alternative essentially is improvement of the existing road, while keeping its class
and main parameters unchanged. This solution includes measures for upgrading the
operational parameters of the road and improving the traffic safety. In this alternative
there is no significant improvement of the road parameters and the transport and
economic indicators; there are slightly positive social and environmental impacts and
certain improvement of the traffic safety; the necessary investment costs are relatively
small.
Alternative B - Improvement of the existing road I-9 (Е 87)
Route length (existing road I-9)

115,5 km

Structure gauge (road width)

10 m

Average traffic speed

55 km/h

AADT (2020)

from 7 031 to 20 881

Annual number of transport accidents

638

Annual maintenance costs

€ 273 700

Investment costs, without VAT

€ 30 million

The assumption is that in this alternative the average traffic speed will be increased.
The increase in the traffic volumes is insignificant and for this reason is considered as
unchanged and is anticipated a 10% decrease in the transport accidents.
Project alternative with the implementation of a motorway
The motorway project will offer a completely new type of transport connection, with
much upgraded technical parameters and capacity, with significantly higher transport
and economic indicators for all users of the motorway and an all around positive impact
on the local economy. The social and economic impacts like improvement of the
transport accessibility to the populated places, increase of the tourist potential,
support for sustainable development, as well as for the local employment rate, sharp
improvement of the traffic safety, are all highly estimated. There will also be a
positive impact on the environmental conditions in the towns and villages, relieved
from the transit traffic and the associated noise, dust and gas pollutions.
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For the project implementation will be necessary significant investment costs, which
first have to be justified and deemed expedient on the basis of a MCA evaluation.
Alternative C - Construction of new motorway
Route length

96 km

Structure gauge (motorway width)

29 m

Average traffic speed

107 km/h

AADT (2020)

15 069 - 35 047

Annual number of transport accidents

95

Annual maintenance costs

€ 2,9 million

Investment costs, without VAT

€ 613 million

Note: The data for average traffic speed, traffic volume, maintenance costs and
number of transport accidents are taken from the traffic forecast, developed by АЕCОМ
in 2011.
Project alternative with the implementation of a dual carriageway
As a technical and economic solution the objective of this alternative is to combine of
the significant advantages of the motorway project with lower investment costs of the
other alternatives. The success rate of such combination depends on multiple factors.
In this case the accurate application of the MCA offers a chance for fair and justified
evaluation of different by nature, and contradicting as type and measurability,
indicators and parameters. This in turn enables the reaching of a compromise between
multiple and heterogeneous elements, each one of them with its own significance for
the adoption of a definitive decision with regard to the investment intention.
Alternative D - Construction of a new dual carriageway
Route length

96 km

Structure gauge (motorway width)

20 m

Average traffic speed

95 km/h

AADT (2020)

15 069 - 35 047

Annual number of transport accidents

95

Annual maintenance costs

€ 2,3 million

Investment costs, without VAT

€ 521 million

The values of AADT and the number of transport accidents remain the same as in the
motorway alternative. In a direct comparison the operational and maintenance costs
account to 75% of the same costs for the motorway, with the tunnel costs being
assumed as equal. Due to the fact that the technical parameters of the route are the
same, for the dual carriageway has been adopted an average traffic speed
approximately 10% lower than the traffic speed on the motorway and the same number
of transport accidents annually. The investment costs have been calculated to the
amount of € 521 million, which is 15% below the price for a motorway project with the
same technical parameters.
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6.3

Selection of a project alternative

MCA of the project alternatives
The following project alternatives have been reviewed and evaluated on the basis of
ten groups of criteria:

□ Alternative A - Do-Nothing;
□ Alternative B - Improvement of the existing road I-9 (Е 87);
□ Alternative C - Construction of a new motorway;
□ Alternative D - Construction of a dual carriageway.
Below is presented the comprehensive point system for evaluation of the separate
criteria:
Table 6.3.1. Evaluation of the project alternatives
Description
1

2

3

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Strategic, political and legal criteria

-1

2

15

15

Development of the Pan European
transport network

0

0

2

2

Effective maintenance, upgrade of the
transport infrastructure

0

0

2

2

Integration of the Bulgarian transport
system into the EU one

0

0

2

2

Development of intermodal transport,
including railway and motorway
transport

0

0

3

3

Development of sustainable transport

0

0

1

1

Support for a balanced local
development

0

1

1

1

Increase of the local tourist potential

-1

1

1

1

Development of the national road
infrastructure

0

0

3

3

Development of the railway
infrastructure, including crossborder
railways and railways with European
significance

0

0

0

0

Development of basic port
infrastructure, modernisation of the
Danube river and the sea waterways

0

0

0

0

Development of the airport capacity and
connectivity

0

0

0

0

Financial criteria

0

-2

-5

-4

Capital costs

0

-1

-3

-2

Operational costs

0

-1

-2

-2

Revenue from the project

0

0

0

0

Economical criteria

0

4

10

10
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4

5

6

7

Impact on passengers' journey time

0

1

1

1

Impact on the operational costs of the
vehicles for private purposes

0

1

2

2

Impact on the operational costs of
freight commercial vehicles

0

1

2

2

Impact on the operational costs of the
public transport

0

0

0

0

Impact on the revenue from the public
transport

0

0

0

0

Improved access to ports, airports and
large economic centres

0

1

2

2

Additional transport capacity

0

0

3

3

Revenue & cost analysis

0

0

0

0

Social criteria

0

1

8

8

Access for low-income individuals

0

0

0

0

Supports the urbanisation process of
other cities besides Sofia

0

0

3

3

Creates employment opportunities and
national access to them

0

0

2

2

Supports regions, vulnerable to
production drops

0

0

2

2

Supports local employment rate

0

1

1

1

Improvement of skill sets through
opportunity expansion

0

0

0

0

Environmental criteria

-3

0

-1

0

Impact on biodiversity, wild plants and
wildlife

-1

-1

-1

-1

Impact on water quality

0

0

0

0

Impact on the soil quality and tangible
assets

0

0

-1

-1

Impact on the landscape

0

0

-3

-2

Impact on the cultural heritage

0

0

1

1

Impact on the population and the human
health (including ambient air quality and
noise emissions)

-2

-1

3

3

Impact on protected areas (Natura
2000)

0

0

-1

-1

Benefits for the global climate change reduction of the CO2 emissions

0

0

1

1

Safety and security criteria

-2

0

11

11

Reduction of the number of fatal traffic
accidents

-1

0

3

3

Improved personal safety

-1

0

3

3

Upgraded safety integrity level

0

0

2

2

Upgraded security level

0

0

2

2

Security of the energy supply

0

0

1

1

Criteria, related to the funding
scenarios

0

1

6

6

Possibility for EU or national funding

0

1

3

3
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8

Increase of the private equity share in
the implementation of transport
development projects

0

0

3

3

Feasibility criteria

0

0

1

1

1

1

State of the preparatory works for the
project
9

10

Risk criteria

0

0

-5

-5

Risk assessment with view to the
market forces impact

0

0

-2

-2

Risk assessment with view to the
institutional limitations impact

0

0

-1

-1

Risk assessment with view to the capital
and operational costs impact

0

0

-2

-2

Criteria, related to local issues

-2

1

8

8

Reduction of the transit traffic in local
towns and villages

0

1

3

3

Reduction of the number of traffic
accidents in the local towns and villages

0

0

3

3

Supports the local economy growth

-1

0

1

1

Investment in the regional economy

-1

0

1

1

A summary of the results for the separate groups of criteria, as well as the final results
is presented in the following table.
Table 6.3.2. Summary evaluation of the project alternatives
Criteria

Alternative
A

Alternative
B

Alternative
C

Alternative
D

1

Strategic, political and legal
criteria

-1,0

2,0

15,0

15,0

2

Financial criteria

0,0

-2,0

-5,0

-4,0

3

Economical criteria

0,0

4,0

10,0

10,0

4

Social criteria

0,0

1,0

8,0

8,0

5

Environmental criteria

-3,0

-2,0

-1,0

0,0

6

Safety and security criteria

-2,0

0,0

11,0

11,0

7

Criteria, related to the funding
scenarios

0,0

1,0

6,0

6,0

8

Feasibility criteria

0,0

0,0

1,0

1,0

9

Risk criteria

0,0

0,0

-5,0

-5,0

10

Criteria, related to local issues

-2,0

1,0

8,0

8,0

Total

-8,0

5,0

48,0

50,0

Further development of the
alternative

NO

NO

YES

YES
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Description of the evaluation of the separate alternatives
Alternative A – Do-Nothing scenario. This alternative is not related to any financial
costs, respectively there's no positive impact since no improvements are carried out.
There are no social effects and the alternative could generate a slightly negative
impact on the tourist potential, which will turn to regions with better accessibility.
More significant negative impact is registered in the environmental criteria due to the
pollution from the transit traffic in the populated places, as well as in the safety
criteria and the criteria, related to local issues. The overall assessment of this
alternative is negative.
Alternative B - Improvement of the existing road I-9 (Е 87). This project alternative
envisages relatively small capital investments, but respectively there are limited
economical benefits from it, since the existing conditions are slightly improved,
without being changed in principle. There will be some positive social impact and a
slight improvement in the transport accessibility and in the tourist potential. The
environmental impacts remain negative and there is no substantial improvement in the
rest of the criteria. The overall assessment of this alternative is slightly positive.
Alternative C - Construction of new motorway. In this scenario there is a significant
change in the results of the examined criteria. A completely new type of transport
connection is being developed, connected both to European transport corridors and to
railway junctions, ports and airports in the Varna and Burgas cities. Due to this fact the
transport and the intermodal connectivity and accessibility, the expansion of the
national road network and the significantly improved transport parameters are highly
estimated. For the implementation of this alternative are required substantial financial
resources, which impacts negatively the overall assessment. These costs however lead
to positive economic effects, such as reduced operational costs for the car journeys
and especially for the freight transport, reduced journey time, significantly increased
transport capacity, improved access to the big economic centres. The alternative
achieves high social effects, by supporting the economic development of the populated
places along the coastline, creating higher employment rate, eliminating the effects
from isolation, vulnerability and drops in productivity. From environmental point of
view during the implementation of the project will be affected protected areas and to
some degree will be restricted the free movement of the wildlife, inhabiting this
natural range; on the other hand, in respect to the pollution of populated places,
protection of human health, safety improvement and reduced number of fatal traffic
accidents, the marks for this scenario are all positive. The overall assessment of this
alternative is highly positive.
Alternative D - Construction of new dual carriageway. A scenario with construction of a
dual carriageway with the motorway design parameters has been adopted. The main
difference is the lack of a hard shoulder on both ends of the carriageway. This
alternative envisages lower investment costs, especially in respect to the land
acquisition, while the economic and other benefits are expected to be comparable to
the ones from the motorway project alternative. The lower construction price of the
dual carriageway is reflected in the financial criteria assessment. From environmental
point of view this alternative also has a slight advantage over the motorway one due to
the lesser impact on the landscape.
Conclusion
Mainly due to its lower investment costs Alternative D (dual carriageway) has a slight
advantage over Alternative C (motorway). With view to the close results from the
evaluation was decided that both alternatives will be reviewed in detail during the
stage of the options comparison.
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Alternative В (improvement of the existing road) formally is with positive assessment,
but it's much lower compared to the other two alternatives (C and D). Due to this
reason the alternative will not be reviewed further.
6.4

Options of the selected project alternative

Options, identified in the feasibility study from 2002
As part of the feasibility study developed in 2002 have been examined three
independent route options - green, red and blue - with three additional alignment
options (all options are review in detail in section 4 of this document).
The green and the red route options require the construction of a tunnel under the
Balkan mountains, but in this way remain close to the towns and resorts along the
coastline, which is of great significance for the realisation of the project benefits. The
blue route option avoids the construction of a tunnel, but is located quite far from the
towns and the resorts along the Black Sea coastline.
Table 6.4.1. Summary of the technical parameters of the different route options
Main parameters

Unit

Option 1

Design speed

km/h

120 km/h

120 km/h

120 km/h

120 km/h

120 km/h

120 km/h

Road width

m

29

29

29

29

29

29

Route length

km

94,796

97,523

96,135

95,818

96,501

97,840

Tunnel length

m

1 730

1 800

0

1 800

1 730

0

Number of bridges and viaducts pcs.

90

81

89

84

90

89

Total length of the major
engineering structures

3 539

4 135

5 280

4 098

3 625

5 366

m

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

New route options
No new geometrical alignments have been developed as part of the elaboration process
of the current feasibility study. Instead has been identified a new option (number 7) on
the basis of the geometrical alignment of the option, adopted as preferred one in the
previous studies, namely the green route option. The new option is with the following
technical parameters:
Table 6.4.2. Summary of the technical parameters of the dual carriageway along
the green route option
Main parameters

Unit Option 7

Design speed

km/h 120 km/h

Road width

m

20

Route length

km

94,796

Tunnel length

m

1 730

Number of bridges and viaducts

pcs. 90

Total length of the major
engineering structures

m

3 539
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6.5

Comparison of the route options

With the help of the multi-criteria analysis, a number of factors and effects with public
significance have been covered using clear defining and comparison of the project
alternatives. The identified options of the adopted project alternatives have many
analogical features, which was the reason for adopting socio-economic analysis as a
tool for their comparison.
In the following table are summarized the main outputs from the socio-economic
analysis of the different options. The analysis of route options 1 to 6 was performed by
АЕCOM in 2011. The analysis of the new route option 7 was carried out as part of the
current feasibility study using the calculation model of AECOM and on the basis of the
same assumptions. Only the main parameters of the option - reduced investment and
maintenance costs, as well as increased journey time - have been corrected. The
application of this approach guarantees the comparability of all reviewed options.
Table 6.5.1. Main economic parameters for each of the examined route options

Option

Description

1

Economic parameters
NPV in €

EIRR

BCR

Green

857.48

21.28%

4.73

2

Red

810.67

20.42%

4.43

3

Blue

805.57

21.59%

4.78

4

Green-Red-Green

869.57

21.10%

4.66

5

Red-Green-Green

757.82

20.02%

4.27

6

Red-Blue-Green

749.29

21.74%

4.47

7

Dual carriageway along
the Green route

862.71

23.25%

5.62

The table shows that based on the Net Present Value (NPV) route option 4 (Green-RedGreen) has the best value, followed by route option 7 (dual carriageway along the
Green).
Route option 7 (dual carriageway along the Green route) achieves the highest Economic
Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) as well as the highest Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR).
In general, the conclusion from both previous studies (from 2002 and from 2011) is that
Route option 1 (Green) is with the best economic parameters. The new option 7 (dual
carriageway along the Green) additionally improves the measures of the Green one and
should be considered as preferred route option.
6.6

Description of the preferred option

As a result from the carried out analyses was selected option 7 (dual carriageway along
the Green route). The total construction and transport length of this alignment is
94,796 km.
Travelling from Varna in the North in southbound direction to Burgas, after the already
constructed section to Priseltsi village, the alignment leads south along the west slope
of Kumlu Dere gorge all the way till the crossing over Kamtchiya River between Staro
Oryahovo and Dolni Chiflik towns, where will be constructed the road junction/
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interchange connecting Byala and Obzor towns in the East. After leaving the flat valley
terrain around Kamtchiya River, the alignment goes by Rudnik, Yunets and Gospodinovo
villages, then east of the old-growth forests in the Geneshada locality and crosses third
class road III-906. East of Popovich and Priseltsi villages the alignment crosses the
riverbed of Dvoynitsa River. Then it goes in Southeast direction along Karagyozka River
and enters Emenska mountain. The complex terrain conditions in this section require
the construction of a tunnel with length 1730 m. After Kosharitsa village the alignment
leads in south direction through flat lands. West of Trankovo village will be constructed
the road junction/ interchange for Slantchev Bryag resort. From there the alignment
passes between Kableshkovo, Kamenar and Laka villages, goes round the deposits' area
of Cherno More mine and north of Atanasovsko lake natural reserve and South of Vetren
village connects to Trakia motorway and road I-6.
Due to the complex terrain conditions near Emenska section of the Balkan mountains
have been determined sections of the alignment, intended for design speed of 100
km/h:
Option

Section Vdes.=100 km/h Section Vdes.=120 km/h Length [km]

Green route option

km 7+901 - km 57+000
km 57+000 - km 69+361

49.099
12.361

km 69+361 - km102+698
Total

33.337
94.797

The width of the dual carriageway is 20 m; the total number of the road junctions/
interchanges, including the start and end point is five. The number of bridges is 90 with
total length of 3 539 m (the lowest total from all options). In comparison to the other
options, this alignment passes closest to the populated places and the resorts along the
Black Sea coastline.
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7

Financial analysis
7.1

Method

The financial analysis of the project is carried out through successive interrelated
reports dealing with:

□ total amount of the investment costs;
□ total amount of the operating costs and revenues;
□ financial return of the investment costs: FNPV(I) and FRR(I);
□ financial sources;
□ financial sustainability.
The first step during the financial analysis is the calculation of the total amount of the
investment costs. The investment costs may be estimated for the first few years and
the non-envisaged costs for maintenance and substitution - for a further period of the
project's life cycle. With view to the above the time framework of the project has to be
defined.
The second stage of the financial analysis of the project is the calculation of the total
operating costs and revenues.
After collecting the data for the investment costs, the operating costs and revenues,
the financial analysis has to assess the financial return rate of the investment.
The key measures of the economic worth of the project are:

□ Financial Net Present Value of the project (FNPV) and
□ Financial Rate of Return (FRR).
The Financial Net Present Value (NPV) of the project is defined as the sum of the
anticipated investment and operating costs of the project, after the deduction of the
discounted value of the anticipated revenues. The calculation of the Financial Rate of
Return of the investment will measure the capacity of the net revenue to cover the
investment costs.
The forth step of the financial analysis with respect to the project is to identify the
various sources of financing in order to calculate the total amount of the financial
resource available for the project. The sources for financing the project include:

□ state public contribution;
□ private equity;
□ other sources (loans, etc.)
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7.2

Description of the financial analysis

The main objective of the financial analysis is to calculate the values of the indicators
for financial implementation of the project. This activity as a rule is carried out from
the point of view of the infrastructure's owner. But where the owner and the operator
are not identical, should be considered the option for elaboration of a consolidated
financial analysis. In such cases should be applied the method for analysis of the
discounted cash flow (DCF). The DCF method has two main specifics:

□ Only the cash flows are subject of analysis, i.e. the actual amount of cash, paid

or received under the project. This means that all noncash accounting
elements/ items as for instance the sinking funds and provisional reserve funds
should not be included in the analysis of the discounted cash flow. When there
are reserve funds, they should not be included by any means in the costs, on the
basis of which the financial deficiency is determined, as they are not cash flow.
The cash flows should be assessed in the year in which they are realized. In case
the actual economic useful lifecycle of the project exceeds the period, used for
the needs of the analysis, the residual value has to be assessed. Subject of the
calculation is the present value of the anticipated net cash flows during the
years of the economic lifecycle, outside the reference period.

□ During the recapitulation of the cash flows, realized in the different years, it is

necessary to take into account the time value of money. This means that the
future cash flows are discounted with respect to the present moment with the
help of a decreasing in time discounting factor, intended for use in the analysis
of the discounted cash flows. The Cost Benefit Analysis uses a differential
method: the project is estimated on the basis of the differences in the costs and
benefits of the scenario with the project implementation and the alternative
scenario, without the project.

The financial analysis, elaborated as a part of a Cost Benefit Analysis of a big project,
has to have in view the following objectives:

□ assessment of the financial profitability of the investment and the private
equity;

□ check-up of the financial sustainability of the project.
The financial profitability of the investment can be assessed through the Financial Net
Present Value and the Financial Rate of Return of the investment (FNPV(I)) and
(FRR(I)). These indicators illustrate the capacity of the net revenues to compensate the
investment costs, regardless of the way they are invested. In order to be assumed that
a certain project requires financial contribution, the FNPV(I) indicator should have a
negative value, while the value of the FRR(I) indicator should be lower than the
discount coefficient, used for the analysis.
When calculating the financial profitability of the private equity (FNPV(C)), (FRR(C)),
the financial resources invested in the project, are treated as outgoing cash flows, not
as investment costs. The cash instalments have to be assessed with respect to the
moment of their actual disbursement for the project or their refunding.
The financial sustainability of the project is assessed through a check-up whether the
discounted net cash flows have positive values throughout the entire reference period.
The net cash flows used for this purpose, should include the investment costs, all
financial resources and the net revenues.
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The financial discount factor for the financial analysis is 5% 1. All other main parameters
are presented in Table 7.2.1.
It is assumed that the project will be financed with private equity, with illustrative
distribution of the above-mentioned equity of 30% own and 70% attracted capital. The
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is approximately 6.23%.
The public participation will consist of (1) payment of the agreed operating costs
related to maintenance and (2) charges up to an amount, sufficient to compensate the
remaining costs of the private contractor.
Table 7.2.1. Main parameters of the financial analysis (price level 2013)
In thousands

Non-discounted

Discounted

Total investment value

€ 321 040

€ 256 595

Residual value

€ 92 211

€ 15 163

€0

€0

Period (years)

30

Discount rate

5%

Revenues from toll taxes
Operating costs (discounted)

€ 73 261

Net revenues: revenues minus operating
costs

- € 73 261

7.3

Risk analysis

It is assumed that the risks for projects with private and state participation have to be
born by the party that has greater control over the risks, as well as more experience in
dealing with any of the risks. According to the basic parameters of the project, almost
all risks are born by the private investor. This is logical, because he is the one to
exercise direct control on the construction and the maintenance of the section and
therefore is in a better position to cope with the risks of cost-overrun.
The construction is financed entirely with private capital and the risk from the lack of
sufficient financial resource or the risk of raising the cost of the equity are born by the
private partner as well.
The state is engaged in providing the financing for the operating costs, through the
vignette road taxes, collected in the budget. When the latter are insufficient (for
instance for the regular structure maintenance), the difference has to be compensated
with budget funds. In this sense, the risk regarding the financing of the operational
maintenance (but not due to cost-overrun) is born by the state.

1

Working Document No. 4 – Guidance on the Methodology for Carrying Out Cost Benefit Analysis www.itaslo.eu/mma_bin.php?id=2012121109443342
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7.4

Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis examines the scenarios, where the parameters of the project
are changed in reasonable and real limits. Although a great number of changes in the
basic parameters are possible, the analysis deals only with those, that have the biggest
impact on the final result of the financial analysis - FNPV of the investment (I), of the
private equity (C) and of the discounted state cash flows (DSCF).
Table 7.4.1. Scenario1 – increase of the investment costs with 30%
In million €

FNPV(I)

FNPV(C)

DSCF

Scenario 1

-387,12

-72,99

-336,19

Base case scenario

-314,69

0,00

-340,74

Variation

-72,43

-72,99

4,55

In scenario 1, the investment costs are considerably increased in comparison to the
planned costs and due to this, FNPV(I) decreases. FNPV(C) decreases with over 100%
from FNPV(I), as the private investor bears not only the entire risk of increase of the
expenses, but these costs reflect on the residual value of the project, which is in
favour of the state, after the expiry of the period of the concession/PPP. On the
contrary, DSCF increase with the rate of the increase of the residual value.
Table 7.4.2. Scenario 2 – increase of the maintenance costs with 30%
In million €

FNPV(I)

FNPV(C)

DSCF

Scenario 2

-336,67

-17,11

-340,74

Base case scenario

-314,69

0,00

-340,74

Variation

-21,98

-17,12

0,00

In scenario 2 the operating costs are considerably increased in comparison to the
planned costs and due to this, FNPV(I) decrease. FNRV(C) decrease as well, but at a
lower rate. This is due to the WACC, with which the cash flows of the investor are
discounted - it is higher than the financial discounting factor, with which the cash flows
of the investment are discounted, therefore the future cost-overrun for the investor
leads to smaller change in his FNPV(C) in comparison to the change of FNPV(I).
DSCF does not change, as the operational maintenance is an obligation of the investor,
the risk of cost-overrun respectively is born entirely by him.
Table 7.4.3. Scenario 3 – increasing the period of maintenance from 7 and 14 to 10
and 20 years, respectively for rehabilitation and structure maintenance
In million €

FNPV(I)

FNPV(C)

DSCF

Scenario 3

-292,03

17,29

-340,74

Base case scenario

-314,69

0,00

-340,74

22,66

17,29

0,00

Variation
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In scenario 3 the frequency of the regular maintenance works of the road decreases.
For the purposes of the scenario it is assumed that the result could be achieved through
better in quality and timely routine maintenance. In this scenario FNPV(I) and FNPV(C)
are increased, since in this way are realized savings from the maintenance operating
costs. It should be noted that the frequency of the regular maintenance works is
stipulated in the agreement with the private partner. The scenario with the decreased
frequency of the regular maintenance has the purpose to demonstrate the financial
effects of such a management decision.
Table 7.4.4. Scenario 4 - moderately pessimistic (increasing of the investment costs
and the operating costs for maintenance with 10%)
In million €

FNPV(I)

FNPV(C)

DSCF

Scenario 4

-346,16

-30,03

-339,23

Base case scenario

-314,69

0,00

-340,74

Variation

-31,47

-30,04

1,52

Scenario 4 examines a moderately pessimistic case, where the investment costs and the
operating costs for maintenance are increased. Again FNPV(I) and FNPV(C) decrease, as
the risk of increase of these expenses is born entirely by the investor. DSCF increases
proportionally with the increase of the residual value.
Table 7.4.5. Scenario 5 - moderately optimistic (decreasing of the investment and
the operating costs with 10% and increasing the frequency of the regular
maintenance as in scenario 3)
In million €

FNPV(I)

FNPV(C)

DSCF

Scenario 5

-262,83

45,60

-342,26

Base case scenario

-314,69

0,00

-340,74

51,87

45,60

-1,52

Variation

Scenario 5 examines a moderately optimistic case, where the investment costs and the
operating costs for maintenance decrease with 10%. This leads to a significant increase
of FNPV(I) and FNPV(C) and a slight decrease of DSCF. In this case the agreement with
the private partner has to be renegotiated, so that the original profitability is be
achieved.
7.5

Results

The following results are achieved for the preferred option 7 (dual carriageway along
the Green route).
The analysis does not take into account the introduction of toll taxes; the project
doesn't generate any revenues, hence FNPV(I) and FRR(I) are negative.
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Table 7.5.1. Parameters of the financial analysis
Investment analysis

In thousands

Total

1,4%

3 323 €

Investment costs
Planning and design
Construction costs

233 916 €

Land acquisition

2,0%

4 602 €

Contingency

10,0%

23 392 €

Project management

0,2%

511 €

Costs for supervision

1,1%

2 556 €

Subtotal without VAT

268 300 €

VAT

20%

52 740 €

of which VAT on contingency

4 678 €

Total VAT (without land acquisition)

52 740 €

Total investment costs

non-discounted

321 040 €

Maintenance cost

Total

Routine maintenance

for the project cycle

33 187 €

Winter maintenance

for the project cycle

36 141 €

Scheduled maintenance

for the project cycle

160 625 €

Total maintenance costs

non-discounted

229 954 €

Residual value

by 2050

92 211 €

Net cash flows

residual value minus the
expenses

-458 782 €

Discounted by 2013

FNPV(I)

-314 693 €

FRR(I)

Undefined

FRR(I) can't be defined due to the lack of cash flows with positive value during the
discount period.
It should be emphasized that the necessary investments are equal to the investment
costs; the expenses related to the maintenance will be provided through vignette
taxes.
Table 7.5.2. Financial sources
in million €

Total

Public participation

0,00

Private equity

550,99

Discounted revenue of the investor (availability fees)

300,36

FNPV(C)

0,00

FRR(C)

6,23%
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In the analysis are determined availability fees to the amount of approximately 24
million € annually for the period 2016-2049; the Financial Net Present Value of the
private equity (FNPV(C)) is equal to 0 and hence the Financial Rate of Return (FRR(C))
is equal to the WACC - 6.23%. The Rate of Return which all investors in this sector aim
to achieve usually is between 8% and 12% 2.
FNPV(C) and FRR(C) may be increased by granting sites or infrastructure from the
project scope. This may lead to a decrease in the determined availability fees resulting
in reduced negative value of the discounted state cash flows (DSCF).
Table 7.5.3. Financial return of the public participation
in million €

Total

Total revenue from the project

0,00

Availability fees (discounted)

-355,91

Residual value (discounted)

15,16

Net discounted state cash flows

-340,74

FRR(D)

Undefined

Due to the lack of direct revenue from the project, DSCF should be equal or lower than
FNPV(I), because the state will have to completely compensate the investor, directly or
indirectly, for all his expenses above the return rate.
Table 7.5.4. Financial sustainability of the project
in million €

Total

Total financial resource

550,99

Total revenue from the project

0,00

Total incoming cash flows

550,99

Total operating costs

229,95

Total investment costs

321,04

Total outgoing cash flows

550,99

Net cash flows

0,00

The risk for guaranteeing the project sustainability lies almost completely with the
investor. The risk for the state is only in its potential inability to cover the availability
fees, which are part of investor's financing. Therefore, in case of inability for provision
of the availability fees, there is a risk for the project to turn out financially
unsustainable during its life cycle.

2

Towards Efficient Benchmarks for Infrastructure Equity Investments accessed at http://facultyresearch.edhec.com/_medias/fichier/edhec-publication-towards-efficient-benchmarks-f_1361798259166-pdf
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7.6

Scenario with toll taxes

There is a scenario in which the project may generate revenue through collection of
toll taxes. In this scenario the state will pay considerably lower taxes for the
availability of the project. Furthermore, in the scenario with the toll taxes, the
diversification of the sources of financing will reduce the risk of possible lack of
financial resources during the period of the operational maintenance.
The international practice shows that the infrastructure projects with toll taxes are
financially more profitable in comparison to those, directly or indirectly financed by
the state. The project becomes not only more sustainable, but also is applied the
principle "the user pays".
It is important to be taken into account the decrease of the demand for transport
services due to the application of toll tax. The coefficient of demand elasticity for
high-speed road sections with toll taxes might reach 0,8-0,6 3. In the present analysis is
adopted coefficient of elasticity of 0,7 (i.e. reduction of the traffic with 30%).
If it turns out that the actual coefficient of elasticity is extremely low, the project may
become economically non-profitable, since it won't be able to attract sufficient traffic
and therefore the main economic benefits will not be achieved. The general
recommendation is to set a grace period after the introduction of the road section into
operation, in which period it will operate free of charge or with reduced toll taxes,
until sufficient traffic is attracted.
On theory, there is a possibility for the project to be financed entirely from toll taxes.
In this scenario the toll tax for the period of operation should be with a value,
sufficient to finance entirely the costs for construction, maintenance and the profit of
the investor. With view to the currently adopted parameters, in order to be achieve a
profit of 5% (above the WACC), the toll tax per vehicle should amount to approximately
22 BGN.
It is important to note that this scenario is theoretical, since the adopted coefficient of
elasticity is 0,7. In fact if the toll tax per vehicle is too high, the demand will decrease
considerably, as the value of the saved journey time will not be sufficient to
compensate the value of the toll tax. Due to the lower demand rate, the prognostic
revenue from the project will not be realized and the project will turn into a
financially unsustainable one. At the same time the non-utilisation of the road section
by a sufficient number of users and vehicles, will decrease the economic benefits and
will transform the project into an economically unprofitable one.

3

Demand For Toll Roads: A Summary Of Elasticities, Travel Time Values And Modelling Approaches accessed
at http://eprints.qut.edu.au/2495/1/2495.pdf
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8

Project implementation program
8.1

International practice

In the international practice the implementation of infrastructure projects through a
public-private partnership scheme (PPP) is a common procedure. The PPPs are contract
agreements between public and private partners for the implementation and
management of a project, aiming to offer a public service, in which a significant share
of the investment, as well as the risks, are allocated between the public and private
organisations, participating in the project.
PPP may also pursue increasing the availability of financial resources, increasing the
effectiveness of a given project or reduction of the own expenses, simplification of the
project implementation process, shortening of the implementation period, optimisation
of the whole life cycle value of the project, enabling of financial structures, which are
more dependent on the beneficiaries or spreading of public debt payments, without
their publishing in public reports.
Some of the variable factors may include a degree of participation of the public
authority in the funding and the financial security of the whole scheme, the duration
and the nature of the agreement between the public authority and the contractor of
the PPP, allocation of the risks between the private and the public partner, set tasks,
financial schemes, or combinations of greenfield projects and acquisition projects.
The typical example of schemes for public-private partnership is BOT (Build-OperateTransfer). Despite of this, the main principle of BOT may be expanded to cover
additional clauses, including grants during the implementation of the works, initial
instalments, as well as credits from the public authority. Other standard types of PPP
include the DBFO model (Design-Build-Finance-Operate) with hidden fees/ charges or
funding by the contractor.
The advantages of PPP include attracting of capitals and expert knowledge from the
private sector, facilitating the conditions for optimisation of the project's life cycle,
better customer oriented services, as well as identification of new business
possibilities.
The main disadvantages include higher financial and transaction expenses, negative
public opinion on toll taxes, as well as complex contract structure.
A successful public-private partnership requires suitable structure fitting to the specific
project parameters and requirements, clear and effective allocation of risks, stability
of the legal framework of the agreement, as well as transparent tender procedure.
Furthermore, the public authority should pursue clear objectives and should avoid
unreasonable requirements towards the private partner.
8.2

Risk allocation

The allocation of risks is a key factor in all public-private partnerships. In the following
table is presented the allocation of the main risks:
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Risk

Contractor

Increased construction costs

+

Delay in the construction works and respectively
delayed commissioning of the project

+

Increased costs for land acquisition

Contracting
Authority

+

Increased cost of the own capital

+

Traffic availability

-

Project availability

+

-

State equity availability

+

Force majeure

+

The most significant risk is the increased construction costs, which is born by the
private partner, who is responsible for the design and the management of the whole
construction process. Similarly the public partner bears the consequences of the risk
for increased costs for the acquisition of the lands, necessary for the project
implementation. There is no risk from lower traffic estimate in the main scenario - with
payment for availability. The contractor supports the project and respectively the risk
from insufficient level of support (availability) is born by him. The public partner is
responsible for the risk related to the lack of financial resources for payment to the
private partner, as well as for the risk associated with force majeure circumstances.
8.3

Steps for implementation of the Project

If we assume that the project will be implemented in accordance with the provisions of
the Concessions Act, then once it is approved, in the spirit of the Act, will have to
commence the preparatory works. The minimal period determined in the Act for
preparatory activities is 8 months. In the meantime will be launched the tender
procedure for elaboration of Preliminary design for the chosen alignment (4-6 months),
and the actual design phase will last approximately 12 months. The Preliminary design
will be developed in such detail, which will guarantee the elaboration of reliable land
parcel plans. Parallel to the development of the Preliminary design will be carried out
the rest of the preparatory works, like the preparation of Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA). Once the Preliminary design is ready, the relevant procedure for the
necessary land acquisitions (approximately 14-16 months) will commence, as well as a
procedure for appointment of a private partner. The total duration of the project
preparatory period till the signing of the contract with the private partner is between
2.5 and 3 years.
8.4

Conclusion

As a result of the carried out studies and investigations may be drawn up the conclusion
that the project is feasible on the technical side and justified from economical point of
view. The chosen option is for implementation of a dual carriageway with length of 95
km and total investment costs of 524.75 million BGN (without VAT). The NPV is 5.62,
and the EIRR is 23.25 %.
From financial point of view are possible two scenarios – with payment for availability
and with toll taxes. The estimated figure of the toll tax is around 22 BGN per vehicle,
which makes the scenario socially unacceptable. This leaves the option that the private
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partner investments and the maintenance costs are covered with payments for the
availability of the project. The anticipated availability payments have been determined
to the amount of approximately 39.5 million BGN annually (without VAT) during the
period 2016-2049. A small amount of this figure (up to 3 million BGN annually) will be
used for covering the operational and maintenance costs and respectively should be
financed from vignette taxes. The remaining part of the payments towards the private
partner has to be funded from the national budget. During the preparation process of
the project is important to be investigated the possible options for structuring the
project financing so that the burden for the budget is minimal. If on political level is
confirmed that the costs of the project are acceptable then the procedure for its
implementation may start and the motorway could be in operation around 2020.
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